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United Pr 'less International In Our fist Year
-
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper





Vol. LXXXXI No. 59
Two Persons Are Injured In
Collision Here Last Night
Two persons were reported
Injured in a two car collision
last night at 7:13 at the inter-
section of South 8th and Poplar
Streets, according to the report
filed by officers of the Murray
Police Department.
Injured were James Philip
Dobson of Mayfteld Route One,
age 20, an Scottie Hutchison of
Paducah and Hart Hall Dormi-
tory, age 19.
Dobson and Hutchison were
treated at the emergency room
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Dobson had a lacera-
tion to the head and face and
Hutchison had a laceration to
the right side of his head, ace-
or ding to hospital authorities.
Cars involved were a 1963
Ford four door driven by Lee
Merril Travis of 1407 Vine Str-
eet, Murray, and a 1962 Fordtwo
door driven by Dobson.
Damage to the Travis car who
was reported going east on Pop-
lar was on the front end, and to
the Dobson car On the right side.
---
Cars involved in a collision
at 1145 km. Tuesday were a
1968 Chevrolet driven by Gennie
Beckham Adams of Hazel Route
Two and a 1968 Plymouth four
door sedan driven by James Br-
yan Galloway of Murray Route
Two.
City Police said the Adams
car was making a left turn onto
West Main Street and collided
with the Galloway car going west
on Main.
Damage to the Adams car was
on the front bumper and to the
Calloway car on the left side.
Story Avenue and South 12th
Street was the scene of the tra-
ffic collision at 3:40 p.m. Tues-
day between a 1969 Ford owned
by John R. Rayburn and driven
by Lonnie White Rayburn of 518
South Ilth Street, and a 1963
Volkswagen two door driven
by Eunice Kelly Parks of 400
Chestnut Street.
Rayburn was making a left
turn from South 12th Street onto
Story Avenue, and Mrs. Parks
was going north on South 12th




time moves quietly M times
and it moves more slowly (ap-
parently) at other times. Well
now, yesterday was one of
those days where it moved
quickly. In fact it fugited u
fast as we have seen it fugit
In some time.
Before we knew it, the paper
WU out and we had not found
time to write this here now
column. So that is the reason
It did not appear yesterday.
Out to as Bob Elldn at the
Sherwin-Williams store and a
(Continued on Page Six)
ed, according to the police re-
port.
Damage to the Rayburn car
was on the sight side and to the
Parks car on the front end.
---
Cars involved in the wreck on
South 12th Street at 4:15 p.m.
Tuesday were a 1968 Ford Gal-
axle owned by Luther Maness
and driven by Nell A. Maness
of Eva, Tenn., and a 1965 Mer-
cury Comet owned by Oliver
B Cook, 1625 College Farm
Road, and driven by Pamela Kaye
Cook of Ypsilanti, Mich.
The Maness car was making
a left turn from the Bei Air park-
ing lot onto South 12th Street
and collided with the Cook car
going north on South 12th Street
In the left lane, according to th
police report.
Damage to the Maness car
was on the right front and to the




Mr. and Mrs. thin Tidwell of
709 Sycamore Street, Murray,
will observe their 65th wedding
anniversary on Thursday, Mar-
ch 12.
No formal celebration Is plan-
ned, but the couple will enjoy
visiting with friends and relat-
ives at their home.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Tidwell are
able to be up and do the work
around the house. Mrs. Tidiveil
does all her cooking and her
housework.
The couple was married on
March ft, 1904, at the home of
Mrs. Tidwell's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Swift of near Pen-
ny. Attendants for the couple
were Miss Nettie Carson, de-
ceased, and Leslie Thurman of
Calloway County.
Mr. Tidwell who is 85 years
of age is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Tidwell of
the Kirkaey area. Mrs. Tidwell
is 82 years of age.
The Tidwell couple resided
on their farm northwest of
Eirksey until about 18 years
ago when they moved to their
home in Murray. They are
members of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ, Mur-
ray.
They are the parents of five
living children who are Howard
Tidwell of Paducah, Harmon
Tidwell of Mayfield, Edgar Tid-
well of Calvert City, Mrs. Fran-
ces Watson of Paducah, and
Mrs. Charlene Thompson td
Murray Route Six. Two sons
who are deceased are Oliver
Franklin Tidwell and Curtis R.
Tidwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Tidwell have
ten grandchildren, several great
grandchildren, and one great
great grandchild.
The Staff of the Ledger &
Times and the many friends of
Mr. and Mrs. Tidwell wish them
much happiness on their 65th
wedding anniversary.





Rev. Herbert K. Sorfell, pas-
tor of the Brownsville Baptist
Church, Brownsville, T'----
will be the evangelist in the re-
vival at the First Baptist Chur-
ch, Murray. which will begin
on Sunday at 7:30 p. tn.
Rev. Sorrell is a native of
Memphis. Tennessee, a graduate
of Union University, Jackson,
Tennessee, in the class of 1949,
and of the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Louis-
ville, in the class of 1952. He Ls
married to the former Miss
Jean Hicks of Elizabethtown and
they have four sons, Bill, Mark,
Stephen, and Paul.
After some pastoral exper-
ience in Tennessee, Brother
Sorrell served as pastor of the
Salem Baptist Church, Lynn
Grove, from 1952-54 and of the
First Baptist Church, Sturgis,
for four years, and has been
at the Brownsville 'Church for
approximately twelve years.
Charles E. Gray, choir direc-
tor of the Lakeland Baptist
Church, Carbondale, Minois,
will direct the-Music in this re-
vival.,
Gray received the Bachelor
of Music and the Master of Mu-
sic degrees from Baylor Uni-
versity, Waco, Texas. For three
years he was Director of the
Baylor Religious Hour Choir.
Ile has served as Minister of
(Continued on Page Six)
House Passes Measure Allowing
City -County Merger, 9 Counties
By CHARLES PENTECOST
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) -
The state House of Representat-
ives paved the way Tuesday for
voters in nine counties to decide
whether they want to merge their
city and county governments into
a countywide metropolitan form.
House Bill 453 passed 43-26
after an amendment which would
have exempted Louisville and
Jefferson County from its pro-
visions was withdrawn by voice
vote.
Introduced by Rep. Bart N.





W, Iverson of Murray Route
Six was claimed by death Tues-
day at 8:50 p.m. at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital. His
death followed an illness of three
weeks.
Mr. Owen, age 75, was a pros
minent farmer of the Elm Grove
community. He was a
at the Elm Grove Baptist Church,
a Army veteran of World War
1, and a member of the Ameri-
can Legion and the Calloway
County Farm Bureau.
He was born March 16, 18
in Calloway County and his par
eats were Jack Owen and Ma
Falwell Owen.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.,
Beatrice Owen of Murray Route'
Six; four sisters, Mrs. Marvin
Colson of Almo Route One, Mrs.
Mike Falwell of Hazel, Mrs.
Lora Hays of Paducah, and Mrs.
J. K. Rose of Little Rock, Ark..;
bau brothers, Edwin Owen of
Podivesbasd Robert Owen of Mu-
rray; several nieces and nep-
hews.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Elm Grove Baptist Church with
Rev, W. A. Farmer and Rev.
T. G. Shelton officiating.
Active pallbearers will be Cl-
yde Hale, Owen Henson Hale,
James Owen, Harold Gene Mc-
Dougal, Joe Buddy McDougal,
Nelson Key, Rudy Forsythe, and
Jimmy Shelton.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Pat Ross and Ernest Page and
members of the Adult Men's
Sunday School Class of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church. The class
members are asked to meet at
the church at 1:45 p.m. for the
service.
Interment will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the arran-
gements by the J. H. Chur -hill
Funeral Home where Men& may
call.
Ashland, Owensboro, Frankfort
Lid Bowling Green. All but Lou-- 
are cities of the second
Class,
The !louse passed 19 bills
Tuesday and defeated one - a
bill introduced by Rep. William
G. Kenton, D-Lexington, which
would have created a civic and
community auditorium fund to
aid cities and counties in acquir-
ing existing structures for civic
uditoriums.
The ,House Tuesday resurrect-
ed Rep. Wyatt's bill which would
create a nine-member Kentucky
Reapportionment commission to
redistrict the state House and
Senate each 10 years on the
basis of the federal census.
A motion to remove the bill
-titled last Friday- from the
table, carried 58-18. Thebill was
passed, 54-29, and now goes to
the Senate.
Rep. Denver C. Knuckles, R.
Pineville, predicted it would be
"short-lived,"
A bill creating the Goveroor's
Council of EC060MiC Advisors
to provide long-rangeprojections
of the Commonwealth's total ec-
onomy, was approved, 59-20.
Rep. John Hardin 111, D-Hop-
Unsville. questioned whether the
(Continued on Page Six)
Name Omitted
The name of Theresa Dover
In the sixth grade at Hazel Ele-
mentary School was omitted torn
the list making the honor roll
published in the Ledger 8,. Times.
WEATHER REPORT
Utelled Press ntormat Ionia
• °leads will bleuttetlfammek*
and temperatures will be cold.
er today through Thursday. Oc-
casional light snow in the nor-
thern and western sections of
the state will prevail today with
light rain in other sections
changing to snow tonight and
continuing as light snow over
the state Thursday.
Highs today in the 30s to low
40s. Lows tonight in the upper
Ms to mid 305.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 354 9
down 0.2; below dam 312.5, up
1.0. No gates open. I
Barkley Lake, 7a. m. 354.7,1
down 0.2: below dam 321.5, up
0.6.
Sunrise 6:14; sunset 6:00.
Moon sets 11:54 p. m.
Inlinemsenumasseemallelialeelltall
11.
The six finalists for the title "Miss Murray High"- have been selected by the student body of
Murray High School, They are, In alphabetical order from left.: Jennie Barker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs William Barker; Kathy Crider, daughter of Mr- and Mrs. Albert Crider; Nancy Diu-
deughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Diuguid; Rita Harris, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Manila
Harris; Nancy Jones, daughter of Dr and-Mrs. Conrad Jones; and Erma Kendall, daughter Of
Mr. and Mrs. Cherer Kendall. The winIMPiiveff brilliinborwad In Clasf Day ceremonies in heat
Marketing Quotas For Next
Three Crops Get Grower OK
Marketing quotas for the next
three crops of fire-cured and
dark air-cured tobaccos were
approved by growers voting in
a mail referendum during Feb.
16-20, 011ie Hall, Chairman of
the Calloway County AgricWt-
ural Stabilization and Conser-
vation Committe, announced to-
day.
Preliminary tabulations show
approval by 95.8 percent of
the 4604 growers who voted in
The fire-cured referendum and
endum tabulations show that
9,895 growers Voted indicating
their approval by a 49.9 percent.
A favorable vote t least two-




Of 892 growers voting in Cal-
loway County, 851 approved
marketing quotas for the 1970,
1971, and 1972 crops of fire-
mred and dark air-cured to-
bacco by a 95.4 and 95.2 per-
?eat favorable vote respective-
ly.
As a result of the referen-
dum, price support will be avail-
able to growers who nay with-
in_their fire-cured and dark ar-
cured tobacco acreage allot-
ments and marketing quota pen-
alties- %yak...apply to production
of_tobaccitiM farmers WIT- ex-
ceed their farm allotments,- Mr.
MAI. said.. • •
Clyde Collie
Dies On Tuesday
Clydie Collie of Kirksey Route
One died Tuesday at 5:15 p, m.
at the Methodist Hospital, Mein-
phis. Tenn.
He was 63 years of age and
his . death followed complica-
tions after brain surgery on
February 26. He was a -6.istod-
ian at Murray State University.
The deceased was born No
vember 23, 1906 in Marshall
County and his parents were
Lee Collie and Mary Briakiey
Collie.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dorothy Tabers Collie, and
one daughter, Miss Brenda Col-
lie, both of 'Kirksey Route One:
two sons, Ronnie Collie of Dex-.
ter and Jimmy Collie of Mur-
ray; one sister, Mrs. John (Bon-
nie) Butler of Hardin; three
brothers, Dewey Collie of Hard-
in, 'Gipe Collie of Paducah, and
Bennie Collie of Murray; five
grandchildren,
The funeral has been sche-
duled for Friday at one p. m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-Cole-
man Funeral Home with Rev.
Robert Robinson officiating.
Burial will be in the Kirk-
ley -Cemetery with thee arrange-,
mc,,tsby-the Ithiloek-Colerasia-





Mrs. Carol Rolfe Boaz, cho-
sen as the young career woman
of the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club,'
compete with other young wo-
men for the district honor at
the District' I spring meeting
of the B&PW Clubs at the Holi-
day Inn, Mayfield, on Sunday,
March 15, at 9:30. a. m.
The district winner will com-
pete for state honors at the
Kentucky convention to be held
in Louisville in May. The state
winner will get an all expense
paid trip to the national con-
vention in Hawaii in July.
Mrs. Boaz, daughter of Mr.
and.Mrs. Aram/ Rickman, was
married to Dan Boaz in 1967.
She continued her education
after marriage even spending
the required time as a nurse
in a hospital out of town. Mr.
and Mrs. Boaz now reside in
their new home on Murray
Route Three.
The )Asimy woman ordered
Murriy MireirJuie- 1985:111;
joring in nursing. She was a
member of Sigma Sigma social
sorority, a freshman cheerlead-
er, ROTC Company sweetheart,
Shield Queen finalist, member
of the Kentucky Student Nurses
Association, made the Dean's
list for three years graduating
with scholastic honors. In 1968
she was third runner-up in the
Miss Kentucky content.
Mrs. Boaz graduated from
Murray High School in 1961 and
won many honors during her
high school days including be-
ing queen of the Calloway Co-
unty Fair in 1963.
She, is now employed as Staff
Nurs'e at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She enjoys
playing bridge. She and her
husband are members of the
Cherry Corner Baptist Church,
and she is a member of the
Tri Sigma Alumni Association,
Kentucky Nurses Association,
and the National League of
Nursing.
ARC MEET
The Murray State University
ARC will meet tonight (Wed-
nesday-) at 7:30 at the Ham
Shack on the campus. A pro-
gram will be presented and all





FRANKFORT, Ky. en — A
Senate committee held a fran-
tic meeting Tuesday to resur-
rect the teachers' professional
negotiations bill after a move
had been made to delay its
passage, and the measure was
to have come up for a vote
during today's session.
By a 20-18 vote, the Senate
recommitted the bill to its Bum
ineas Organizations and Profes-
ns Committee. Sell. Edwin
Freeman, D-Harroclaburg, told
his colleagues the committee's
amendment "takes all the meat
out of this for the teachers. It
makes it a very weak thing."
The committee had proposed
an amendment adding a "no
strike" clause and striking cur-
riculum and school board policy
matters as among those items
that could be negotiated with
local board/ in contract bargain-
ing
But the bill's sponsor, Sen.
Tom Garrett, D-Paducah, warn-
ed "you are, in fact, spelling
Letter To Editor
Dear Editor:
After reading the letter in
your column on March 7, from
the group of Murray State Uni-
versity students about the bus-
ing incident in Lamar, South
ICarolina, I would like to ask
that group what they consider
the "real" world?
After living in Chicago for
eighteen years and reading five
different newspapers dealing
primarily with problems, death,
robbery, and murder, from all




The grand opening of the new
Sherwin-Williams store will be
held this weekend at their new
location in Southside Shopping
Center.
Bob Elkin, manager and Mike
Sykes,--Nesistant manager urge
the general, pnblic to call
the store Thursday, Friday
Saturday to visit with them an
to see the expanded ..scope o
the operation.
Many prizes will be given
Curing the three day grand
opening.
Three drawings for prix
will be held each of the three
days. The list of prizes inclu
es a black and white portabl
TV, electric hand mixer, else
tric can opener, one room
vinyl floor covering, one room
carpet and padding, one room
carpet and padding, deacon
bench, artist oil kit, five gallons
paint, custom made bed spread,
GRAND OPENING Bob Elkin,
ant manager, engraine one of t
Wfttrwrns will fteid-4heir gr
Thursday Friday and Saturday.
(Continued on Paco* Six)
the death knell of this bill" be-
cease of the lateness of the
session.
The vote as recommitment
contained the interesting oddity
of those senators favoring stren-
gthening the bill and those out-
right opposing it joining forces
to delay it
After the vote, committee
chairman Delbert Murphy, D-
Owensboro, called a hurried
meeting while the Senate reces-
sed for that purpose. The com-
mittee adopted an amendment
offered by Sen. William Gent-
ry, D-Bardstown, allowing tea-
chers to discuss • um onbefricul
an "informal Wale Idiom
boards. But it could Dot be a
negotiable mit.
Principals' saesCoversid '
Murphy also . ided J. stipula-
tion that administrators such as




James L. Harmon, member of
the Murray Lions Club was the
principal speaker at the club's
regular meeting Tuesday even-
ing, March 10th at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
He spoke on Lion information
and gave a complete background
on the founding of Lions Interna-
tional and also explained the or-
ganizational setup of the Lions
otraabasttou. lie pointed out that
Lions Clubs are located through-
out the free world and member-
ship totals more than 914,000.
Harmon said that Lions Interns.
tional is the largest, most active
and fastest growing civic organ-
ization in the world.
The speaker stressed the im-
portance of attendance at meet-
ings and explained the various
ways a member may makeup a
missed meeting. He pointed out
that Lions who sponsor other Lio-
ns are given Key Awar ds for var-
ious numbers of Lions they spon-
sor. He recognized Bryan Tolley
as holder of the Senior Master
Key for having sponsored over
5'0 new Lions, Tolley is a charter
member of the local club.
Codie Caldwell gave a brief
report on the Kentucky 1,1011.5
Eye Foundation of which he is a
trustee. He said the Lions of
Kentucky have recently complet-
ed a research center in Louis-
ville at a cost of two million
dollars.
John Belt, secretary of the
club, also spoke on club records
and esplained the functions of the
local club.
Dr. FL B. Bailey had as his
guest, his brother, James R.
Bailey, Codie Caldwell had his
brother in law, J. Homer Miller
as a guest, and Ken Bristow of
Evansville, Ind. was the guest
of Rob Ray,
manager of Sherwin Williams Store, Sykes, assist-
any carpet samples on display it, the new afore. Sherwha.
nine /as their new location In Southold* Shopping Centhlier -
. . Staff Photo by Gene McCutchrin
and Mike
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER fr TIMES FILE
The Murray College High School FFA presented the program
at the meeting of the Rotary Club, Leroy Eldridge, vocational
agricultural instructor and advisor, introduced those on program:
Hamp Brooks, Charles L. Eldridge, Howard Steely, andDon Oliver.
The recent 15 to 20 inch snowfall in Kentucky has all but stopped
fishing at the state's lakes. Kentucky Lake is clear and murky.
Harry Hasepsher of Murray will present special music at the
y School Rally at Benton on March 13.
rs. B, J. Stagner announce the engagement and approa-
e of ie1r daughter, Martha Jean, to Floyd Shelton
Mrs. Leslie Bowen of Central City.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Seniors from more than 100 high schools are expected to gather
on the campus of Murray State College on March 34 for the annual
high school day.
The Red Cross Fund Drive quota for Calloway County is $3,057,
according to Rue Overbey, fund drive chairman.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon Blankenship are the parents of a baby girl
born March 10 at the Murray Hospital,
Boswell B. Hodgldn, superintendent of Public Instruction for
Kentucky, will deliver the annual commencement address to the
graduating e12es of Murray High School.
Bible Thought for Today
But unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteousness
arise with healing inhis wings -Malachi 42.
Our fear of God makes room in our hearts for a loving Saviour
THE LEDGER is TIMES - MURRAY, 
KENTUCKY
Representative Guy E. Levi,,,, (right), with Lleutenent
Governor Wendell Ford at the Old Mansion In Frankfort
where members of the House of Representatives were break.,
fist guests of the Fords. Levi,,, represents the 5th District
which includes Calloway County.
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, March
11, the 70111 day of the year
with 295 to follow.
The moon is between the new
phase and the first quarter.
The morning stars are
Mercury and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Villt1S,
Mars and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1888 more than 200 persons
died when a four-day snow-
storm crippled New York City.
In 1930 William Howard Taft
became the first president to be
buried in Arlington National
Cemetery.
In 1941 President Franklin 0.
Roosevelt signed the land-lease
bill, which gave nations fighting
the Axis powers certain milita-
ry equipment.
In 1959 the Senate approved
Hawaii as the 50th state.
---
A thought for the day:
American labor leader Sidney
Hillman said, "Politics is the
science of who gets what, when
and why."
 •
A smart number in the sleek
set is the velvet jean. More
generously proportioned, in
keeping with the current trend.
velvet jeans duplicate many of
the style features of their denim
prototypes in their low-waisted
cut and patch hip-pockets.
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Lindsey's  03 33
Bank of Murray   62% MI%
Mutual of Omaha   62 34
Martin Oil  61 35
Moose Lodge 005435%
T. V. Service Center 5834 97%
Mo Go Oil  55 41
Murray Mobile
lionses„  42 34
Colonial Bread   41% 543.
Carrier Corp. • 39 37
Country, Kitchen 99 57
Williams Super See. 96 60
Murray Auto Parts 93 63
R. O. T. C. '  19
High Tea* Three Gomm Sc
T. V. 'service Center ____ 2680
Mutual of Omaha  2641
Bank of Murray 
High. Teem 3 Games NC
Carrier Corp.  299'7
Murray Mobile Homes   2974
T. V. Service Center   2962
High Team Single Game SC
Moose Lodge  922
'r. V. SerAce OM** 9
Martin Oil  915
High Teem Single Game HC
MOOS! Lodge  1044
Carrier Corp.  1035
Murray Mobile Homes   1079
High Ind. 3 Games SC
T. C. Hargrove  622
Jim Neale  610
Dennis Goodwin  607
Charlie Hargrove   600
High Ind. 3 Games NC
Charlie Harglove  666
T. C. Hargrove  661
E. H. Lax  853
High Ind. Single Game SC
Jim Neale  237
T. C. Hargrove  223
E. H. Lax  221
Del Honchul  220
High Ind. Single Game NC -
John Hodge • 251
Jim Neale __  246
Del Honchul  245
E. H. Lax  244
Top Ten Bowlers
Jim Neale  187
Dennis Goodwin  187
Norm Chancy  184
T. C. Hargrove  182
Layman Dixon  180
Gene Shiley  179
Don Abell 179
Jim Washer  177
Paul Ragsdale  178
Ha fton Garner  173





Rockets . 5654 3154
Rockets ___ _ _ 56 32
Pin Busters _ 5554 32%
Red Birds  54 334
Night Owls  51 37
Revert-  5054 3714
fuddled Four 46 43
urtles  43 45
Rolling Stones  42 48
Benots  39 40
Alley Cats  • '  38 50
L. S. D. Plus 1  3154 5614
Rollers  26 60
Strikes  26 62
High Team Game SC
Night Owls ,  766
Alley Cats  740
Red Birds  699
High Team 3 Games SC
Night Owls  2061
Red Birds  1960
Pin Busters  1896
High Team Game 14C
Alley Cats  911
Night Owls • 873
Red Birds  801
High Team 3 Games NC
Night Owls  2382
Alley Cats __..  2373
Remits   2301
Turtles  2301
High Ind Game SC
T, C Hargrove  272
I. J Fiend in   230
sin Neale. 227
J,< e Roller   195
Marital Parks --- __lel
Polly Owen  181
High Ind. 3 Games SC
T. C. Hargrove   654
Jim Neale  612
L. J. Hendon  570
Marilyn Parke  500
Joyce Roller  495
Polly Owen  468
• - High Ind. Game NC
T. O. Hargrove  281
L J. Hendon  247
J. C. McDaniel ______ • 242
Joyce Roller - ; 241
Polly Owen . 223
Marilyn Parks  217
High Ind. 3 Games HC
T. C. Hargrove  881
Jim Neale  636
Barton Garner  621
L. J. Hendon  621
Joyce Roller  633
Marilyn Parts  578
High Average Men
▪ Neale  189
T. C. Hargrove  187
Fred P. Stalls  178
Lyman Dixon  178
L.• J. Hendon   176
-1Enen  176
High Aintree* .Weweesi
Marilyn Parks  162
Betty Dixon  160
Joye Rowland   149






Lexington, Ky. - In a few
short weeks from now, wild.
flowers by the hundreds will
start blooming throughout the
fields and woodlands of Ken-
tucky. Many will go out to ols
serve their beauty and to de-
light in their fragrance, and
some may wonder about their
DUSIDS, who named them, ant
why.
Many people, botanists, ro-
manticists, and just plain coun-
try folk alike, have had a hand
In naming wildflowers, and for
various reasons. Mainly, how-
ever, certain names for certain
plants result from their appear-
ance and physical attributes.
This, of course, applies more to
the common than to the wientl
fie names.
The trout lily, for instance,
was so named because its speck.
led leaves bear a faint resem-
blance to the flanks of a trout.
Then there's the turk's cap lily
which got its name because of
the way its brilliant orange
petals, spotted with purplish
brown, curl bib& in a peculiar
Imitation of the turban of a
Turk.
Ladyslipper, one of our most
beautiful wild orchids, was im-
aginatively named because of
its resemblance to the dainty
moccasins or slippers worn by
Victorian ladies in their boud-
oirs.
Roots of plants also have
their place in nomenclature.
Well-named is bloodroot, yellow
root, snakeroot, ginseng, and
others possessing descriptive
characteristics. When bruised,
bloodroot exudes a reddish
juice not unlike blood flowing
from a cut finger.
Love of wildflowers and beau-
tiful imagery seems to go to-
gether. Like when an early
American clergyman, on hi S
way through the woods to hold
a meeting, spotted Virginia
spiderwort growing by the way-
side. Noting that soon after
npning, its purplish petals turn-
140d into droplets of a jellylike
substance, he called it "Job's
tears" - the common sums
Wall Street raht remainslati have wondered why
,the dainty white meadow wild-
flower, blazing star, acquired
such a name as "devil's bit."
;According to legend, roots of
this plant will cure almost any
ailment from chills and fever
to dropsy, and thus waasmeerly
sought by early herbalists. In
wet, poorly-drained soil the tap.
root of this plant often rota
away. Observing this, these old
natureopaths claimed that, an-
noyed by the good this plant
did. for mankind, Old Satan
went around biting off its
roots, hoping therefore to cause
mankind to suffer.
There are many other delight-
fully descriptive wildflower
names like foglove, touch-me-
not, wake robin, windflowers,
and jack-in-the-pulpit. Foxglove,
because it does appear as a
tiny mitten such as children
used to wear; touch-me-not be-
cause its seed pod explodes
when disturbed; wake robins
(trilliums) which come with the
robins; windflovrers (anemones)
once believed to open only
when April winds blew, and
jack-in-the-pelpit got its unus-
ual name because the spadix
looks somewhat like a preacher
standing in. puplit with a pro-
tective green canopy over him.
Chatter
NEW YORK (UPI) -- •
Evidence that the economy is
rapidly slowing clown normally
would be considered bad news,
but under present stock market
conditions it can be considered
as favorable, Spear & Staff
says. Wall Street expects such
evidence to "bring closer the
day when interest rates can
ease further and more credit
will be made available." The
firm believes wholesale and
consumer price indexes are
Important indicators for the
Investor to watch.
The current Inter mediate
uptrend seems to have created
sufficient momentum to carry
the Dow, Jones iodustrbls to a
fairly close test of the early.
January recovery highs (811.
819), Abraham It Co. says. A
subsequent reaction probably
would terminate in ••• the high
700's. Then, if the bear market
is really over, a "spring rally"
could test the November highs
(840-870), the firm says.
The market recently had"
shown a greater tendency to go
up than down, wflth rising
sentiment that the tight =
situation is finally
provicfing the chief stimulus,
saye Alexander Hamilton Insti-
tute says, For long-term gains,
investors should consider accu-
mulating sound stocks at
current levels, the firm be-
lieves.
---
James Dines & Co. believes
the-Current rally wW come to
an end soon, perhaps in a week,
The next decline should bring
out the odd-lot short seller, the
firm says, and the market is
likely to test this year's lows.
DEFENDANT GIVES BIRTH
LOS ANGELES (UPI)- Linda
Louise Kasabias, 22, one of six
defendants in the seven Tate-
LaBianca murders, gave birth
to a 5-pound, 12-ounce son
Monday in the prison ward of
Los Angeles County-USC Medi.
cal Center. It was her second
child.
She was arrested in New
Hampshire soon after being
Indicted On ' seven counts of
murder and one of conspiracy
In the August slayings. Her
trial has been set for March 30.
She was. lakeriTo-lEi hdspital.
Friday from ,her isu cell.
-4-
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"SLOW EARTHQUAKE" RAISING TOWN-Sitting cn an 
expansive sea of lava about liao
miles underground which threatens to blow up 
like 'a bomb, the ancient seaport of Pozzu-
oli, Italy, is rising gradually in a phenomenon scientists call a "slow
 earthquake." Shown
are the ruins of the old markeehall bearing e Ade
nce of similar movements in the past. The
water markings on the columns show area that 
sank under the ant once and re-emerged.
There are many, many more
fascinating wildflower titles.
Searching out these plants and
researching their titling Will
give added interest and seat to
any outdoor pilgrimage. A good
book to take along on such a
botanizing trip is Gray's Botany
which will not only help identi-
fy the plant, but also will often
give the circumstances sur-
rounding its christening, and





By C. F. Smith
They haven't even run the Der-
by yet, and Kentucky's prize-
winning state parks already are
beginning to fill up for the vaca-
tion season.
The popularity of the parks
is verified by figures released
by the central reservation ser-
vice of the Department of Parks
here.
Telephone reservations so far
are 35 per cent ahead of the same
period in 1969 with 5757 calls
received here compared to 4344
received in the first seven weeks
last year. Some 2000 reserva-
tions have been confirmed.
There have been an additional
2595 calls for information only-
an increase of 67 per cent over
the same period in 1969.
Many reservations are made
directly through the parks them-
selves, and are not reflected in
the statistics of the central re-
servation service at Frankfort.
W. James Host, commissioner
of Parks, said "It is interesting
to note that quite a few reservaz
tion requests have been made
for the new lodge at Lake Bark-
ley state resort park, even thou-
gh it will not open, officially
until June 1, and we just began
accepting requests about two wee-
ks ago."
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, a cham-
pion of further parks develop-
ment in Kentucky, has pledged
to increase overnight accommo-
dations in the parks by Soper cent
by the end of next year.
The Lake Barkley lodge, lar-
gest in the state park system, is
getting the finishing touches now.
see
LANDING PARTY - Visiting the South Pacific for the second
centennial of Capt. James Cook's landing, Queen Elizabeth
II of Britain walks with the king ofTonga at the precise
spot where Cook steppod ashore. (Cabiephoto)
MORGANA ON POT CHARGE
VAN NUYS, Calif. (UPI)-
Singer Morgana King has been
ordered to appear Wednesday
in municipal court on a charge
of possession of marijuana.
Police said Miss King, 39,
was arrested Saturday night
after she tossed a lipstick-
smeared marijuana cigarette
butt from her chauffeur-driven
car when it was halted for
running a stop sign.
She was later freed on bail.
Milk scorches easily when
heated, so stir over low heat or
heat over hot water.
1111,4 A 300' -font-long barrier rot barrels.A SUCK plywood
and Canvas ehained together is to hi ...lowed from Venire, La.,
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Loss Of Five Pitchers Clouds
Murray State Baseball Outlook
,won 99 Ohio Valley Conference
games and lost 35. Six of his
teams have won conference ch-
ampionships.
The Racers will open their se-
ason March 16 with a five game
and rich in talent, but its un- series with LSU
, New Orleans,
tried pitching staff makes at New Orleans. They will als
o
prospects a question mark, Play Arkansas State, and
 Iowa
Five pitchers were lost from State at Jonesboro, Ark., on the
last year's team which woo 20 same "Pad trip- Their Welling
home game will be March 24
th Southeast Missouri.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
By Joe Tom Erwin
The Murray State University
baseball team figures to haveoo
of its best infields ever this sea-
son and its outfield will be
eameg and lost 8. However, rig-
hthsuider Randy White. who
led the acer staff in ERA th
last two seasons, will be back
as well as right handers Bob
Andzel Steve Tucker Mickey
Holland, Steve Pease, and Maur- 16
ice Schultz, and lefty Steve Lam- 17
bert.
White, working mostly in re-
lief, appeared in nine games
last season and had a 3-1 woo-
lost record and an ERA of 1.08.
Andzel worked in four games
for a 1-0 record and a 2.00 ERA.
Tucker appeared in five games „
for a record of 1-2 and ERA of "4
1.13, and Schultz in one for
1-0 record and a 0.00 ERA.
None of the other pitchers
were involved in a decision.
Newcomers to the staff Include
Lefty David Porter, a junior coll-
ege transfer with excellent cred-
entials, and junior righthander
Dan Maxberry, expected to see
lots of work. Freshmen likely
to see action incluae ref-thanders
Jerry Weaver, Russell Peach,
and Mike Boon and righthanders
Allan Grogan and Don Cooper.
Catching should be ably hand-
led by co-captain Bill Cole and
Mike Jones. Cole, a rigtthan
hitter, batted .341 last season.
Jones, who hits lefthanded, hitt-
ed .353 but saw little action
because of a shoulder injury.
Backup catchers include Bill
Williams and Rick Bieterman.
Only one member of last year's
starting infield, shortstop Tim
&Lappin, graduated Filling his
position will be David Bradford,
a good glove man who hit .286
In the 20sexnes in which heplay-
ed last
Teaming with Bradford at the
keystone will be second base-
man Mike Fitzgerald, whose thr-
ee-year batting average is .327.
All - conference third baseman
Bob Pavlacka, who batted . 308
last year, will also be back.
Two-year veteran•Mike Benning-
ton and sophomore Steve Seltzer
will divide duties at firstbase.
Derrington batted .235 and Sel-
tzer .400 (14 games) last year.
Infield depth will come from
Ron Rudnick and Jack Glass.
Both can play several positions.
The Racer outfield also will
have all but one starter back.
LpadIng candidates are Stan Hol-
man and Rick Nichols, both left-
handers. Holman was the leading
Racer hitter last year at .371.
Nichols led two years ago at
.389. Two other lefthanded bat-
ters Charles Luney and Hal
Fin:field, will be available.
Righthanders are Vito Sea
and Ed Parish. Scavo hit .250













Coach John Reagan, beginning
year as Racerth Beasley and Manny Leakshis thirteen notching 22 pointshead coact, h
as ridded Murray  and 
Charles
to 211 wins to only 
93 defeat; Beasley and Glen Combs
in 12 seasons. His 










United Press International 1969-
70 Small College All America
basketball team:
John Rinks, Kenyon
5-9 Sr. from Milwaukee, Wis.
Fred Davis, Howard Payne
6-5 Sr. from Oakland, Calif.
Jake Ford, Maryland St.
6-3 Sr. from Georgetown, S.C.
Travis Grant, Kentucky St.
6-7 Sr. from Clayton, Ala.
Greg Hill, American hat.
6-4 Sr. from New York, N.Y.
Second Team
Elmore Smith, Kentucky St.
Kevin Wilson, Ashland
Gene Mumicrd, Scranton




James Silas, S.F. Austin
Surry Oliver, S.F. Austin
Isaiah Wilson, Baltimore
Carl Poole, Philadelphia Textile
Honorable mention (five or
more points): Smith, Valdosta
St.; Clark, Springfield; Huff-
stedter, S.F. Austin; Auten,
Amherst; Jones, Assumption;
McClain, Tennessee State;
R eaves, Ceneal Connecticut;
1 
Purduemeldorf, South Dakota St.;
Murrayr Murrayray Buenning, Wartburg; Wilson,
2 Purdue Murray' Rhode Island St.; Hodge,
3 Purdue ,
4 Western icy. tz) Murray— Barer;onSe,enkiMoewiamocutlizi ;MZirn-tclair
8 Lambuth College (2) Murray
9 Louisville 
mo'rs Gannon; McKenna,
Murray Pace! Parker, Windham; Jack-
Middle Teen. (2) hiurfrees- 'son, Southern; Jones, Ashland;
boro, Tenn, Smith, Kentucky Wesleyan;
18 Austin pay (2) ciarksMurviuraZ Teague, Youngstown; McKeo-17 Chattanooga
Tenn. 
n Norfolk St.; Allen, Roe.
Re"'
Northern Michi-
Memphis State (2) Memphis, 8nasek;e; Kirkland, Cheyney St.;
Wilson, Cheyney St.; Riordan,
23 Western Kentucky (2) Bowling New - Haven; Wilkins, Virginia
Green 




2 Middle Tennessee (2) Murray
5 Vanderbilt Nashville, Tenn.
7 Austin Peay (2) Murray




LSU (2) New Orleans
LSU (2) New Orleans
LSU New Orleans
Arkansas St Jonesboro, Ark.
Iowa State Jonesboro, Ark.
Arkansas St. Jonesboro, Ark.



















By United Press International
Spencer Haywood took two
giant steps in his quest for the
American Basketball Associa-
tion's scoring and rebounding
championships Tuesday night
but it was not enough to
prevent the Denver Rockets
from bowing to the Dallas
Chaps, 124-116.
Haywood, the ABA's leading
scorer and rebounder, pumped
in 47 points and grabbed off 13
rebounds but the Chaps, who
saw a 21 point lead cut to six in
the closing minutes, held on for
the victory which moved them
to within a half game of the
Western Division leading Rock-
ets.
Dallas presented a balanced
scoring attack with both John
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Houston Adria Feel That They
Can "Go AN The Way" In 1970
EDITORS: The following is
the seventh of 24 stories sizing





By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
UPI Sports Editor
COCOA, Fla, (UPI)- The
Houston Astros have an air of
confidence in spring training
that they can "go all the way"
In. 1970, and if you think they're
foolish to dream of jumping
from fourth place to the
pennant, consider this:
The New York Mets are the
world champions of baseball. ,
But the Astros are champions
of the New York Mets.
Pepitone's Change
The Texans who have wal-
loped the New Yorkers consis-
tently ever since the two teams
were founded the same year.
As far as they're concerned,
It's "amazing" the Mets ever
got to the World Series in the
first place.
A lot of the Astro confidence
is based on the players they
added, during the winter, chiefly
Joe Pepitone and Jim Beauc-
hamp and three pitchers who
may shore up the uncertain
bullpen- Jack Dilauro Dan
Oisinsid, and Mike Varshall.
"We have a lot of arms in
camp, a lot of strong arms,"
says Astros General Manager
Spec Richardson.
And the Houston lineup Of
starting pitchers does appear
strong. It's headed by a 23-
year-old 20-game winner, Larry
Dierker (20-13), and includes
Don Wilson (16-12), author of
two no-hit games, 22-year-old
ks On Verge
one; Boston Out
The New York Knicks were
on the verge of a milestone
today, while the Boston Celtics
were fitted for a headstone
marking their first elimination
from the National Basketball
Association playoffs in 20 years.
New York, by way of
congratulating coach Red Holz-
man on his promotion to
general manager, clinched at
least a tie for its first Eastern
Division title since 1954. The
Knicks' 117-99 victory over
Seattle Tuesday night, coupled
with Milwaukee's 140-127 loss to
Atlanta reduced their magic
number for winning the cham-
pionship to one.
The Knicks can annex the
title Friday night in Portland,
Ore., against Seattle.
Boston, NBA champion in 11
of the last 13 seasons, was
eliminated from a playoff berth
as Detroit edged the Celtics,
115-112.
In other games, Chicago beat
San Diego, 111-106, and Los
Angeles, thanks to Jerry West's
clutch basket with two seconds
remaining, edged San Francis-
ce, 106-104.
Lew Alcinder 4utscored At-
lanta's best when he tallied 40
points against the Hawks, but
Bill Bridges made the differ-
ence under the boards as he
collected 24 rebounds to 13 for
big Lew. The Hawks held a 62-
45 rebound advantage over
Milwaukee that spelled the
difference. Lou Hudson led the
Atlanta attack with 36 points
and Joe Caldwell netted 30.
Chicago tightened its hold on
the fourth and final playoff
berth in the Western Division
by moving two hall games
ahead of Seattle. The Bulls,
sensing playoff money, never
trailed as Clem Haskins paced
the club with 23 points, one
more than teammate Chet
Walker. John Block led San
Diego with 33. Elvin Hayes, the
defending scoring champion,
was held to 15 points.
West's field goal in the
closing seconds from 25 feet out
enabled the Lakers to beat the
Warriors and kept Los Angeles
only one game behind front
running Atlanta in the Western
Division. West, on his way to
the scoring championship, fi-
nished with 42 points, 33 of
them in the second half. Joe
Ellis paced the Warriors with
24 points.
righthander Tom Griffin (11-
10), and 31-year-old Souttipay
Denny Lemaster (1347).
Pepitone, the long-hairec
swinger who never quite livec
up to the stardom expected of
him as a Yankee, was the big
acquisition in a winter trade for
Curt Blefary. The mod slugger
hit .242 last year With 21 home
runs, is working hard in camp,
and perhaps a change in
scenery from Broadway to the
wide open spaces is just what
he needed.
Pepitone figures to be mana-
ger Harry Walker's first
baseman, unless.,,
Unless, that is, a young man
iamed John Mayberry shows
so mucn mat room has to be
made for him, in which case
Pepitone would go to the
outfield.
Look Out Mets
The rest of the infield looks
solid with Joe Margan (.236) at
second, Denis Menke (.269) at
short, and Doug Rader (.246) at
third.
The problem in the outfield is
who will team with Jim Wynn,
the team's slugging leader with
33 homers in a .269 batting
average. Norm Miller (.264),
Jesus Alou (.248), and former
National League cham-
pion Tommy Dat:Iistan.271 at
Seattle and .241 briefly with the
Astros) are the leading candi-
dates.
In 1969, the Kstros reached
the .500 mark for the first time
In their history. Richardson and
Walker think they're improved.
Whether they're improved
enough to win the pennant
remains to be seen, but one
thing is certain-they're not
scared one little bit by those
New York Mets,
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TAMPA, Fla. (UPI)- The
Milwaukee Brewers are about
to become the American
League's newest entry.
League President Joe Cronin
already is in possession of the
nine votes necessary to switch
the distressed Seattle franchise
to Milwaukee and official
announcement of the transfer
will come in a few days, it We,
been learned.
Only a few relatively minor
wrinkles remain to be ironed
out and that largely was the
reason a scheduled meeting of
American League officials was
canceled here Tuesday.
Cronin said there will be
another meeting very shortly,
probably in Cleveland. That
could be the occasion for the
formal announcement of what
already has been decided
privately.
A Milwaukee group, known as
Milwaukee Brewers, Inc., and
!headed by Bud Selig and Judge
Robert Cannon, already has
agreed to pay $9.5 million for
the one year-old Seattle franch-
ise and put up an additional
$1.5 million for working captial.
Coinciding with that agree-
ment, workmen in County
Stadium, Milwaukee, are get-
ting the ball park ready for the
American League season which
opens April 6. Snow was
cleared off the seats and the
field last Monday and to show
how news sometimes travels
quicker in the lower echelons,
one , of the workmen, when
asked by a visitor why he and
the others were bothering to
remove all the snow, replied
"Didn't you hear? The Seattle
TRENTON, N.J. (UPI)- Gov.
William T. Cahill said Tuesday
that he would not be opposed to
wiater racing in New Jersey.
The State Racing Commission
has recommended that Cahill
approve winter dales for
Garden State, Monmouth Park
and Atlantic City in order to
gain an additional $15 million in
revenues.
club is moving in here in a few
weeks,"
Actually, the decision to
welcome Milwaukee back into
the major league orbit after a
four year absence was reached
last week following a financial
report on the Seattle Pilots by
Roy Hanley.
The American League had
Loaned the Pilots $650,000 in
February in order to get them
through spring training. The
loan was made with the
intention of helping the club to
at least start the season in
Seattle.
That idea was abandoned
however, after Hamey, the on-
leave New York Yankees
executive who was designated
to oversee the loan, came back
to the American League with
his report.
One of the prime obstacles
Involved in the transfer of the
Seattle franchise to Milwaukee
Is the already made-out 1970
American League schedule. But
Bowie Kuhn, the baseball
commissioner, has been confer-
ring with Cronin and other
American League officials, and
has been assured the necessary
changes can be made in time.
COLONIAL INVITES
FORT WORTH, Tex. (UPI)-
Bert Yancey, winner of the
Bing Crosby pro-am earlier this
year, and four other players
accepted invitations Tuesday
for the 25th Colonial National
Invitation Golf Tournament.
Deane Beman, Homer° Blan-
ca, R. H. Sikes and Johnny Pott
also accepted, increasing the




TAMPA, Fla. (UP!)-. Some
people probably would say Pat
Corrales has a difficult job.
He's Cincinnati's secon d-
string catcher.
The only one he'd have to
beat out for the first-string job
Is Johnny Bench and he has
about as much chance of doing
that as he has of waking up the
president of the United States
tomorrow morning,
Maybe you haven't heard of
Pat Corrales, but you must
have heard of Johnny Bench.
He's the young fellow some
people already have tabbed the
.player of the next 10 years, the
same one Charlie Finley was
talking about* when he waved
around that check for a million
bucks sometime back. The
Reds only laughed at Charlie
and his check.
Nothing is impossible, parti-
cularly in this day and age, but
something that comes close is
the prospect of Pat Corrales
beating out Johnny Bench.
But even if Corrales did, that
would -be a relative simple
thing compared with one of his
other tasks- bringing up four
small children by himself.
That's a little harder.
Pat Corrales began learning




The children are with their
granciparesta now while their
father is busy providing for
them, working here with the
Reds.
Corrales is a special kind of
ballplayer. You can't tell it so
much by looking at his lifetime
batting average, which is a
modest .229, but you get an
Idea by listening to someone
like Gene Mauch, the Montreal
manager, who had him with the
P h Mies.
Mauch says if he had to go
off and fight a war someplace,
and they gave him his choice of
any two men in the world h
could have he'd take Cal
McLish and Pat ( or rates,
Those who know Corrales claim
Mauch wouldn't be Pine
wrong. Pat Corrales never
gives up. Regardless of th
circumstance, even findin
himself behind somebody Ilk
Johnny Bench.
K HY, t FOLD To RF:T1RE:
SAN DIEGO (UPI)- Houston
Ridge, 6-4, 270-pound defensive,




to end his National Football
League career,
Ridge suffered a hip itijury
last Oct. 11 in Miami when he
leaped over a pileup', and








Gr. Nor'n Beans 3 :Is 29c
Del Monte
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* MEAT SPECIALS *
Bath Tissue - 10 Roll Pak 690
PROTEN or CHOICE
•
ONLY SARAN WRAP KEEPS FOOD MILES APART!
!lors-efi...orEffr-ArtAN wRAp.mii.;








CLUB STEAK Lb. $1*
Limit: 3 per customer
RUMP ROAST u. 99'BACON WORTHMORE 69c 
OWL BACON In 
Piece _ _ lb. 
39.Sliced _ _ 2 lbs. SS












Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . .
Voiwar
THE LEDGER & TIME — MURRAY, 
KENTUCKY
•••••
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
IsciatScbte,
Weineeday, March 11
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will meet Ike
bridge at 9:33 a. tn. with Rath
Brandon 7531000 as DOOM
Make reservations by neon
Tuesday.
• • •
The Arts and Crafts Club al
meet at the bane of Mrs. Neva
Waters, 102 South 14th Streik
at 1:30 p. a.
• • •
The New Concord Hommeak-
ars Club will meet at the he..
of Mrs. John Wells at one p. a.
• • •
The Ruth Wilson Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
VITSCS will meet at the home
of Mrs. James M. Limiter, 1313
Wells Boulevard, at 710 p. a.
• • •
The Harris Grove Hoisetnak-
ers Club will meet at the boon




Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a. m.
• • •
The Wesleyan Circle of the
First United 'lethodist• Church
WSCS will meet with Miss Due'
Is Rowland, 308 Irvin Street, at
1:30 p.m.
Miss Joella Vaughn and Kenneth Wilson
Are Married At Grace Baptist Church
The sanctuary of the Grace
Baptist Church was the scene
of the wedding of Miss Joella
Vaughn to Kenneth Wilson.
Rev. Loyd Wilson performed
the impressive double ring cere-
mony on Friday, February 20,
at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vaughn,
220 South 15th Street, Murray,
and the groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wilson,
400 North 4th Street, Murray.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Bobby
Garrison Her selections were
"The Hawaiian Wedding Song",1
"Because", 'Whither Thou I
Goed", and the traditional
wedding march.
The church was beautifully
decorated for the wedding with
the altar being centered with
the white wrought iron arch
with wedding bells flanked oy
baskets of white gladioli and
palms. Adding elegance to the
wedding scene were the two six
branched candelabra holding
white candles. The family pews
were marked with greenery.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was lovely in
her floor length wedding gown
of white Chantilly lace over
satin. The dress was fashioned
with a five tiered skirt of the
lace and the bodice featured a
square neckline with long lace
sleeves. Her long train was at-
ta-Ased to the back cf her dress,
and her headpiece was a large
satin bow to which the elbow
length veil of illusion was st-
tached.
• • •
The Hannah Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet with Mrs. Joe
Kessler, Parklane Drive, at 710
• • •
Thursday, March 12
The South Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mn. N. P. Cavitt at 10:30
• • •
Thu Ouebeelmul. Presbyterian
Weems el the Meath ?--
Greve Church will meet at the
home of Mn. Thema hum at
emus p. a.
• • •
Breve MIS it lbe Weediness
of the Wald will meet at the




Club will seat at the home




Club will seed at the he.. et
Mrs. Hears James it 11 a. sa.
A seek kmeh will be served.
• • •
The Welcome Wages New-
erasers Club will meet at the
Community Center at 710 p. Ea.
Willard Ails will speak in
trod&
The Hazel Woman's Club will




The Faculty Couples Bridge
Club will meet at the Student
Union Building cafeteria at 710
p.m. For further information
call Mrs. Wallace Swan 753-
8838.
Fashion Show Held
At March Meet Of
Kappa Department
The Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman's Club met
at the club house on Tuesday,
March 3, at seven-thirty o'clock
in tne -evening. -
• "Fads, Fashions and Fancies"
was the theme of the program
featuring a spring style show
showing new clothes, ahttes, and
accessories from De-Piece and
The Shoe Tree.
Mrs. Harold Hopper introduc-
ed each group of models by de-
scribing a sign of the horo-
scope and then showing the
fashions to go with the sign.
Models for the evening were
Geye Miller, Betty Jo Purdom,
Shirley Boone, Nancy Jones,
Mary Warren Swann, Sue Ovet-
by, Glenda Doran, Kathy Crid-
er, Lilly Johnson, and Conic
Lowry.
The meeting was an open
meeting and attended by many
guests of Kappa members.
Winners of the essay contest
sponsored by the department
will be presented at the April
meeting. Also on the April pro-
gram will be a Chinese auction
Hostesses for the evening
were Mrs. Harold McReynolds,
Mrs. Den Shipley, Mrs. Harold
Lew Wallace, Mrs. Robert L
Warren, and Mrs. Sid Easley
• • •
The North Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home




Sigma Phi Epsilon pledge
class will have a car wash 'at
the J. ar S. Service Station from
eight am, to four p.m. For free
pickup and delivery call 753-
11315. The cost is $1.25.
• • •
Sunday, March IS
A gospel singing will be held
at t h e Puryear Methodist
Church at two p.m. featuring
the Gospel Aires Quartet.
• • •
A rehearsal for the style show
of the Musk Department of the
:.furray Woman's Club will be
held at the New University
School auditorium at two p.m.
• • •
The District I spring meeting
of the Business and Profession-
al Women's Club will be held
at Holiday Inn, Mayfield. at
9:30 a. In. Make reservations by
March 11.
• • •
Her only jewelry was a single
strand of pearls, gift of her
grandmother, Mrs. Daisy Dunn
of Chicago, Ill. She carried a
bridal bouque cf rosebuds, gar-
denias, and baby's breath.
Mrs. Joel Thorn, sister of
the groom, was the matron of'
honor. She was lovely in her
floor length dress of blue illus-
ion over satin fashioned with
an-empire waistline with a lace
bodice. The dress also featured
a train in the back. The neck-
line, waistline, and arm holes
were outlined with small green
and blue flowers. Her head-
dress was of blue material, and
daisies, with a short Veil at-
tached She carried a bouquet




Of Chapter M PEO
Mrs. Henry McKenzie w a s
elected and installed president
of Chapter Id of the P.E.O. Sis-
terhood, March 7, at the home
of Mrs. John QUertermous on
Wells Blvd. She succeeds Mrs.
George Hart who presided at
the meeting.
• • •
Wells Lovett, Owensboro at-
torney. will speak at an open
forum on 'Your Challenge for
the Seventies" of the Christian
Social Concerns committee at
the WOW Hall at 2:30 p. a.




meet at the horn. 111f
Charles Tubbs. 223 South
trect._ at seven p.m.
Te•sdey, March .17
The annual style show will
Other officers elected were
Mrs. Quertermous, vice presi-
oent; Mrs. Maurice P. Christo-
pher, recording secretary; Mrs.
Olga Freeman, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. Paul W. Sturm,
treasurer; Mrs. W. J. Pitman,
chaplain; and Mrs. Ralph H.
Woods, Vint
Delegates selected for t h e
state convention in Lexington,
May 17-19, were Mrs. McKenzie
and Mrs. Hugh L Oakley; al.
ternates, Mrs. A. H. Titsworth
and Mrs. Ralph Woods.
Plans were announced by
Mrs. Pitman and .Mrs. Sturm
for the courtesy dinner honor
ing members of the newly or
ganizing Chapter P in Paducah
The meeting, including hush
ands, will be Wednesday even
ng at six o'clock at the Colon
;al House Smorgasbord. T h e
group will then attend the Nor.
man Luboif Choir Concert at
Murray State University at 8:15
Members were invited to attend
Chapter P's organizational meet-
ing at the home of Mrs. H. B.
Banks, at 10:30. April 2.
The next meeting will be
with Mrs Ralph Woods with
Mrs. Joe Baker Littleton assist
ing hostess. Members present
other than those mentioned
were Mesdames Ralph Tease.
neer, L. J1-411Trtin, and Alfred
Lindsey, Jr.
The flower girl was Miss Bev-
erly Thorn who was lovely in
her white lace dress with •
blue bow.
Joel Thorn, brother-in-law of
the groom, served as best man
for Mr. Wilson. The ushers
were Michael Vaughn, brother
of the bride, and Richard 'Tyn-
e', cousin of the bride, who al-
so lighted the candles.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Linn
Woods of 502 Vine Street, Mur-
ray, are the parents of a baby
boy, Ronald Jason, weighing
eight pounds one ounce, born
on Saturday, March 7, at 12:18
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The new father is employed
at the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Russell Dowdy of Murray,
Mrs. Hilda Thomas Woods of
HopkinsyWe, and Ulis Woods of
Murray.
Great grandmothers are Mrs.
Charles Zeiss of Paducah and
Mrs. Zora Woods of Murray.
Mrs. Vaughn chose for her
daughter's wedding a pink wool
dress with brown accessories
and a corsage of white garden-
ias.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Wilson, was attired in an aqua
suit with black accessories and
her corsage was also of garden-
ias.
Also present for the wedd-
ing were Mrs. Daisy Dunn and
Mrs. Farrah Vaughn, grandmo-
thers of the bride
The register at the church
was kept by Miss Gail Vaughn,
sister, of the bride.
The new Mrs. Wilson is a
graduate of Wingo High School.
The groom attended Murray
High School and is now em-
ployed in Coal City. M., where
the couple will reside.
will be held in the hew University
Mrs. School auditoriums at 7:30 p.m.
,
130 sponsored by the Meek' De-
partment of the Murray Wee
_C1uts.13m.1ickets1re_line
dqUar per ,person All men and






Two local girls have been
elected officers of the Alpha
Omega Chapter of Rho-Mates
at Murray State University.
Jan Crow, 713 Elm Street,
Murray, has been elected pre-
sident. and Shelia James of Ha-
zel Route One has been elected
co-social chairman.
Mrs. Crow is a junior major-
ing in elementary education
and Mrs. James is a freshman
majoring in bus:liess.
The Rho-Mates is an organ-
ization comprised of girls who
Lare either pinned, engaged, ormarried. to members of Alphaamma Rho social fraternity.
Edward Bryant is the name
chosen by Hr. and Mrs. Horace
Milam of Route One, Buchanan,
Tenn., for their baby boy,
weighing seven pounds two oun-
ces, born on Saturday, March
7, at 9:08 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have two daughters,
Mitzie Kay, age eight, and Pen-
ny Lea, age fourteen months
The father is the manager of
the Henry-Calloway County Re-
creation Corporation.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lee
Dodson and Mrs. J. A. Milam,
all of Buchanan, Tenn., are the
grandparents. Mrs. Fred Willis
and Mrs. Neva Dodson of Buch-





The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi met at the
Community Centcr on Monday,
March 9, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening
Mrs. Fred Gardner was in
charge of the program and in-
troduced her guests Mark Trns-
ley, Mark Etherton, Don Lamp-
kins, Jayda Stuart, Suzanne
Jones, and Molly Stubblefield.
all members of the Murray.
High -.Forensic League. These
students presented a most ai
teresting program with duet
acting and original oratory.
A business session followed
with the president, Mrs ,Will-
ard Ails presiding. Two other
guests for the evening were
Mrs. Mary Ann Lane and Mrs.
Jerry Duncan.
A surprise baby shower was
given for Mrs. Wallace Parkin
at the conclusion of the meet-
ing Refresments of decorated
cake squares and punch were
served by hostesses Mrs. Wal-
lace Ford and Miss Nancy
Brown.
Those present were Mesdames
Willard Ails, Wallace Ford.
Fred Gardner, John Hina, Rob-
ert Hopkins, Ray Sims, Dan
Wall. Chester Wildey, Ed Tho-
mas. Wallace Parisi+ gi.)1C,Pey-
ry, Misses Suzanne MCD-osgal.




Toddlers Likely Victims of Poisoning
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
NEW YORK (UPI) — A
two year old boy takes a swig
of furniture polish. It was the
same color as nice-tasting
cough syrup his mother had
given him earlier.
A toddler, 16 months old,
pulls out a dresser drawer,
finds some moth balls. He
pops them into his mouth.
Such things happen more
than 500.000 times a year in
the nation. Sometimes adults
are the victims of the acci-
dental poisonings from inges
lion of household products.
But most of the time, children
are involved.
LESLIE FISHER OF THE
New York Health Depart-
ment's Emergency H ea It h
Services says that parents of
children under five, the prime
victims, need to remember
that their youngsters are su-
preme explorers.
They are bent on seeing,
tasting and swallowing. Adults
should store medicines, fur-
niture polish. lighter fluid, or
other household substances
away from child's reach.
Knowing what emergency
steps to take is another part
of the battle against acci-
dental poisonings on the home-
front. Call the doctor, the
Poison Control Center.
If you can't reach either,
take child to the nearest
11, 1970
hospital with a sample of the
substance and the container.
SOME manufacturers are
trying to develop childproof
safety closures and other
types of safety packaging
Fisher said these include
plastic press-on caps with
bead opening on the bot-
tleneck, movable discs and
puzzle combination tops and a
press-in-and-turn top " o r
medicine bottles.
While the design of active
skiwear is limited to some ex•
tent by functional requirements,
ski outfits are limited only by
the imagination of the wearer.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wayne
Morehead, 218 South llth
Street, Murray, announce the
birth of a baby boy, weighing
eight pounds thirteen ounces.
born on Sunday, March 8, at
7:33 a.m. at the Murray•Cilillo-
way County Hospital. —
Lisa Denise, age four, and
Tina Renee, age two, are their
daughters. The father is em-
ployed by the, Illinois Central
Railroad.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Lloyd Morehead of Route
One, Brookport, ill., and Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Perry of
Route One, Martin, Tenn.
• a •
Dr. and Mrs. Stanley Huff-
man, 1704 Audobon Drive, Mur-
ray, are the parents of a baby
boy, David Wayne, weigliIng six
pounds fourteen ounces, born
on Sunday, March 8, at 10:04
JAL at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Their other children are.
Gary, age seven, Danny. agt
five, and Dana, age three. The
father is in the practice of gas-
troenterology and internal me-
dicine at the Houston-McDedItt
Clinic, Inc.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. Roy A. Huffman of Lex-
ington and Mrs Joe Marveggio
of Siloam Springs, Arkansas.
Youngsters attending hchools
that participate in the National
School Lunch Pmgrion will six
benefit from protein purchase
made recently by the I.. De-
partment of . 1gric I tii re . l'he
purcharao. include oser five mil-
lion wounds of fresh forret',
%tuii.ig chickens and nrati





The 'Hazel Junior Beta Club
held its regularmeeting Tugs-
day, March 3. , The..presidept,
Juana 5tockdale, called- the
meeting to order. The secretary
lead the minutes and the chap-
lin read Psalms 28. The trea-
surer gave her report.
Refreshments were served
while the members discussed
having a bake sale. All mem-
bers were in favor. More pro-
jects were discussed. A game




Mrs. Betty McCord of Mur-
ray has been dismissed from
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
• • •
Mrs. Eula Armstrong of Ha-
zel Park, Mich., has been vis-
iting friends and relatives of
Calloway and Graves Counties
for the past three weeks. She
attended the tea held at Salem
Baptist Church February 21 for
Miss Barbara Holsapple a rid
the Holsapple-T-ony Taylor
wedding on February 28 at the
Lynn Grove Methodist Church.
• • •
An economical milk for cook-
ing and drinking is instant non-
fat dried milk. Once it's recon-
stituted and refrigerated it 18
used as fresh skim -milk. In
hamburgers, meat loaves, and
croquettes, instant nonfat dry
milk adds tenderness and fla‘or
by absorbing and holding meat
and juices.
Milk is an excellent sostrce of
protein, calcium, phosphorous,
riboflavin and a fair source of
thiamin and vitamin A. It lacks
ly vitamin C, iron and bulk.
• •
Put complete table setting,.
silver in alstaninuni foil pack, t4,.
When guests l'Iltile, iipen (ink as
man% pLorkets as vial need. 'Ibe
untourd sta.:714;4ovin
iii.' foil cOvi;n4.




Good quality finish for interior walls
and ceilings. Covers most surfaces




Come In and Register!
No purchase necessary,










will be present at the
Grand Opening
March 12 and March 13
Reg. 16.95
CLASSIC COLOR GLAZE KIT
WOOD TONES _ _ _ Antique new or old furniture quickly and easily—kit complete with everything you'll need.
Req. $5.95
LIGHT TONES _ _ _ 479 S AV E ! !







BUY NOW- - C
ASK ABOUT HOW YOU



























JIM ADAMS I GA
Prices in this ad good thru Sat. March 14th *









FIRST IN FINE MEATS
FRESH WATER
CATFISH 11Q 79c 
MATCHLESS BACON ,..69c STORE 




















NEW TANGLED POTATO CHIPS
PRIMES 39t
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Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
en__hekkMIMiOA4S Ma If lie total on the tape that tents!
ea .SIX




ATLANTA (UPI)— A hijacked
jetliner carrying 106 persons
landed here today and began
refueling as a gunman held the
crew in the cockpit and police
and FBI agents watched from a
distance.
The gunman had ordered the
pilot to fly to Cuba, then
allowed him to land liere for
fuel before making the trip.
Authorities swarmed through
the terminal but did not go
near the craft.
"They have strict orders to
stay away from the plane,"
said Jim Ramsey, public
relations officer for United Air
The Boeing 727 jet, carrying
99 passengers and seven crew
members, rolled to an isolated
runway more than 600 yards
from the main terminal.
A truck raced out to the big
jet, United's Flight 361, and
began pumping in fuel for the
trip to Cuba while the gunman
who hi4cked the plane re-
mained Inside the cockpit with
the crew. •
The pilot kept the doors
Locked and no one entered or
left the craft. The truck rolled
up to the tail aid of the plane
and workers-hooked up the fuel
hose as FBI men and police
watched from the terminal
The Federal Aviation Admi-
nistration (FAA) said the
weather was clear for the flight
to Cuba. The flight normally
takes less than an hour from
Miami.
The plane had left Cleveland
at 8:35 a.m. bound for West
Palm Beach with intermediate
stops in Atlanta and Tampa.
The $4.'7 million aircraft, with
three engines at the rear, can
carry up to 132 passengers. It




(Continued From Page I)
fellow was putting up a big
giant about forty feet or so
tall. Looked like a Viking of
old and that's just what it was.
We asked the fellow what he
was doing putting a Viking out
there on such a pretty day and
he says he is advertising Viking
carpets. Which is all right.
Running around all day like a
chicken with his bead off and
got a corn all agitated on the
next to last toe, going left, on
our left foot. We mused at the
end of the day that hardly any-
thing is as excruciating as a
corn that is agitated.
We have a wedding anniversary
today. When a person has been
married as long as we have, he
gets the idea that he has never
been in any other state except
the state of matrimony.
We have in hand a letter to the
editor. The name of the person
presumably writing it is typed
but no siTnature. If this per-
son desires to have the letter
printed, he should come to the
Ledger and Times office and
sign the letter.
We appreciate letters to the
editor, but they must always
be signed. If the writer does
nct desire to have his name
printed, this is well and good,
we will abide by his wishes.
However, letters must be sign-
ed to be printed.
We normally do not comment
on letters to the editor. The
reason we do not is because
we do want people to write and
express themselves without
having the fear of being "an-
swered" by us.
(Continued From Page 17 .
Music in Tennessee, Texas, and
Illinois. Re is a former direc-
tor of the Baptist Student Un-
ion at Southern Illinois Univer
sity, and also directed the Bap
tist Student Union Singers tour-
ing choir. Mr. Gray is employ-
ed in the Financial Assistance
Office of Southern Illinois Uni-
versity. Mr. and Mrs. Gray have
one child eleven years of age.
The public is invited. to these
services which will be held at
7:30 p. m. and 7 a. in. daily
from. Sunday evening, March
15 thr-iugh March 22..
Bible Study Course
Planned At Church
"Search For Truth" is the
subject of the Bible study cour-
se to begin tonight (Wednesday)
at 7.30 at the United Pentecost.
al Church at New Concord.
The course will be held each
Wednesday night for ten weeks
and. upon completion of attend-
ing each night a person will be
presented a certificate.
Rev Ellis Campbell, church
pastor, will conduct the study
course.
it I,. tio -11oft-,ndr
/Mil







leiser(r-i.; an help yell
nvor the anxiety of get-
ting acquainted in new
sereiiinilings and
VflII feetat "Ji erne
Sweet Hemp," ,igaire







This Is a free country and a
person hee a right to his opin-
ion.
House Passes
(Continued From Page 1)
creation of the council wouldn't
dd to the power of the gover-
r. "Yon would be giving the
governoz just about 110 per cent
control," he warned.
Hardin's motion to table the
measure introduced by R. E.
Bruce Ape. Jr., R-Louisvillie
lost 33-40.
The Howe Iiiso passed a bill
which would grant persons over
65 who own their homes an ex-
emption of up to $6,500 in the
assessed valuation for tax purpo-
ses by a vote of 81-10.
Rep, William P. Orlin,
Frankfort, said of the approxi-
mately 300,000 state residents
over 65, only an estimated 100.-
000 own their homes. "The ones
who nee 4 it would not be getting
anything back," he declared.
A bill permitting the salaries
of Louisville's aldermen to be
fixed by Jr dlnance was approv-
ed 74-0,
And a measure allowing sus-
pension of rent payments by ten-
ants in condemned housing in
cities of the first or second
class was passed 65-12.
Ueda the bill's- provisions,
such suspended rent payments
would be placed in escrow until
the condemned dwellings are
made habitable.
House Rant Resolution 65, to
create a joint legislative trans-
portation study committee in nor-
thern Kentucky to consider the
legislative implications of regio-
nal transportation planning, pa-
ssed 83-0. .
Another resolution directing
a study of the office of coroner
by the Interim Committee on





evened higher today in moder-
ate turnover.
Although glarnoe stocks
pushed ahead Tuesday, the
market in general helcr on an
even keel in light turnover. And
many analysts believe there
will be little change in the
market's current behavior un-
less there either is a cut in the
prime interest rate by a major
bank, or some other positive
economic news.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI marketwide indicator was
up 0.34 per cent on 360 issues
on the tape. Of these, 159
advanced, and 103 declined.
Pittston Co. opened 1 2 higher
at 83, while Johns-Manville
tacked on 1 4 to 317h, and
Goodyear Tire I _ to 27, Walt
Disney rose 11  ito 131- m .
Among the electroaici
Fairchild Camera added a point
to 78, Memorex I _ to 1211, 
' 
and
Motorela_ also 1 .; to 118. RCA
,eained la to 32 and General
ter Id





FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) —
Persistence paid off Tuesday
for Williamsburg Republican Ch-
arles B. Upton as the Senate
approved his bill which would
increase jury pay from $5 to
$12.80 per day for cases tried
in state courts.
Upton has asserted for weeks
that it is a "disgrace" to pay
ijurors what they now receive
and judges have to apologize
all the time for the low salary.
The measure, Smate B111 No.
227, had been delayed since last
Friday while the Senate Appro-
priations and Revenue Commit-
tee considered the fiscal impli-
cations of two bills which might
unexpectedly increase state rev-
enue.
House Bill No, 65 could pro-
duce about $6 million in additio-
nal revenue because of increas-
ing the minimum age require-
ment for children entering the
first grade. The other bill, HB
498, would allow a "thaw" in
property tax assessments in 64
school districts in Kentucky.
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee Chairman C, Gibson
Downing of Lexington said, "We
cannot rely on any funds being
available' until both bills be-
come law in making a report on
the committee considerations of
the measures.
Uptoci recognized this, but as.
"other crums from the
budget will continue to fall" and
the money is available to pay
for his bill. It is estimated it
will cost about $1 million more
per year to pay jurors at thepro-
posed rate.
Upton said paesege of the bill
would 'enable his colleagues "to
go to bed tonight with a clear
conscience" and the measure
won approval 28-6,
The increase in pay reflects
requiring the state to pay the
minimum hourly wage of $1.03
to jurors for eight hours oi
court work.
(Continued From Pee. 1)
ten yards of Viking bathroom
carpet.
Elkin said that the Sherwin-
Williams store has been chang-
ed from "just a paint store" to
a decorating center. This is true
with Sherwin-Williams stores
over the nation, he said. "Of
course we still handle paint,
but we have changed to a deco-
rating center capable of deco-
rating the home from the front
door to the back", he contin-
ued.
The new image of the local
Sherwin-Williams store has tak-
en piece over the past several
weeks with the move into new
quarters. The local More is the
fifth such Sherwin-Williams
move in the state. From eight
to ten other stores in the state
are on the planning board for
similar changes.
Among the items handled by
the store will be paint, carpet-
ing, including a wide range of
shag, furniture finishes,
rora, wall and floor covering,
draperies, light fixtures, unfin-
ished furniture, fireplace equip-
ment, and picture frames. A
"Color Boutique" allows the
decorator to obtain paint colors
in a sample ten inches wide and
three feet long. "This gives the
home decorator a much better
idea as to how the paint will
look in the home", Elkin said.
Elkins emphasized that Sher-
win-Williams has over 2,000
Mores in the nation and Is the
largest paint company in the
world with 21 factories outside
the United States and 34 in-
side. The 'company has diversi-
fied into the chemical field and
is a top producer a metal con-
tainers in the world. The com-
pany is also the largest pro-
ducer of saccharine in the
world.
"Our company is large", Elk-
in said," but still we retain the
personal service to each ea*
tomer". Elkin said that anyone
planning a new home or re-
modeling is invited to confer
with him on decoration of the
home.
Letter To Editor
tConenutei From Page 1)
over the world, it is very en-
joyable to read a newspaper
that deals with the news of the
town.
The students wrote; "We
note „Abet some flowers are
beginning to grow, that a bird
is dill. around, that the local
women's clubs still manage to
meet...." they go on to state,
"We students sincerely regret
your exercising of censorship
in depriving all our people
from the oppurtunity of being
aware of the "real" world."
Are violence and racial pro-
blems examples of the real
world? It appears that these
students believe that they are.
Apparently these students don't
know the feeling of stalking a
deer, or fishing for Muskie.
That la the real world.
I commend the Ledger and
Times for its fine newspaper.
A paper that deals primarily
with the news of the town. Why
should we read about something
that happened four-hundred
miles away? We can't do any-
thing about it. Why should we
worry about it? True, it is nice
to know what is happening in
the world but why must it be
all the violence and death. But
also it is quite enjoyable to
read, "A couple of Robins spar-
ring in the backyard, 'they'll be
staking out their,-Claims in the
near future. Sr. will the Cardi-
nals, "or" The Croocus are
coming irpl"
There are plenty of places
bar.-these students to go to ex-
perience the "real" world. They
should visit the Land Between
the Lakes, or visit the Great
Smokey Mountains or the Grand
Canyon. This reel world is much
more interesting and exciting
than reading about racism in
Lamar, South Carolina, or a
mad spiner in a Chicago high-
rise, or a plane crash in Switz-
erland.
Thank you Ledger and Times
for a very enjoyable newspaper.
I too am a student at Murray
State, but unlike the students
that wrote the letter of March
7, I feel that the real world
deals with more nature than
violence.




The Waiting wives Club will
have a bingo party at the horneof
Mrs. Jan Vance on Friday, March
13, at seven p.m. The gifts will
be donated by the Red Cross,
All waiting wives are invited to
attend and for further informa-
tion call 753-3147 or 753-7320.
Free Cats
A female grown cat and a five
onths old female cat are avail-
le las free pets. For infornra--
ion call 436-5534.-
Senate
Shelltlit-WilliaMS Miss Kathy Rowlett
At National Tourney
Miss Kathy Rowlett, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Rowlett
of Murray, left today (Wed-
nesday) for Boston, Mass., with
the women's basketball squad
Sum Southern Illinois Univer-
sity, Carbondale, which will play
in the National College Women's
Basketball tournament there.
The Murray girl who is at-
tending SIU on an academic
and athletic scholarship is a
freshman at the university.
The STU women's basketball
team received the bid to the
tournament after winning the
Mate of Illinois college tourna-
ment and the sectional tourna-
ment.
Another honor for Miss Row-
lett was the notification receiv-
ed by her parents last week
NOW YOU KNOW
fty United Press International
Antonio Van Dietnen, a 17th-
century governor general of the
Dutch East Indies, inapired the
expeditions which discovered
Tsuanania, New Zealand and
other Australian Islands. Tas-
mania was originally known es
Van Diemen's Land.
Five Cited
Five persons were cited by the
Murray Police Department yes-
terday and last night, They were
three for public drunkenness, one
for reckless driving and not
qualified for riding motorcycle,
and one for going wrong way on
we way street,
that she had made the dean's
list for the fall semester at
SIU. She was the valedictorian
of the 1969 graduating class of
Murray High School.
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Honor Roll For Faxon Is Given
The honor roll for the first
six weeks of the second semes-
ter at Faxon Elementary School
has been released by the prin-
cipal, Billy D. Outland. It is as
follows:
Grade Four — Shelia Evans*,
Beverly Garland*, Paul Guy',
Brenda Hicks, Jerry Houston,
Chris Mathis*, Regina Morris,
Richie Morris, 'Timmy Ross,
Timmy Storey, Tereus Vance,
Robert Duke, and Kathy Dun-
can.
Grade Five — Debbie Brooks,
Leanne Brown, Terry Byerly,
Leese Gordon, Ricky Green,
Ricky Horton, Garry Miller, Lin-
da Miller*, Jerry Don Morris,
Teri Morris, Tammy Outland,
Sherry Ann Runyon, Donna
Smith, Chuckie Specs, Sandra
Stom, and Shetti Linn Thomas*.
Grade Six — Becky Blackford,
David Rudolph, Ann Ross, Bon-
Ilk) Smith, Sharion Buchanan,
Dona Boggess, Danny Brittain,
and Sandra Pogue.
Grade Seven — Bobby Scott',
Dale Mathis*, Anita Chancy',
Pam Robertson, Norita Caasity,
Brenda Outland, Janet Byerly,
Julia Saylors, Teresa Todd, and
Martha Outland,
Grade Eight — Laurel Guy,
Debbie Coates, Patricia Jones,
Janie Duncan, Freda Duncan'
Donna Waldrop, Y o 1 an d a
Brwowne, Kenny Donelson,
Wanda Blankenship*, Jenni-
fer Lovett*, Dale Bogard, Julie
Greenfield', and Pat Jones.
Denotes all A's.
, 
There are about 196,000
farms and ranches in Texas.
(Contineed From Page 1)
school principals would not be
covered by the bill. It is a party
of the Kentucky Education As-
sociation's legislative peek*
and was one of four "equal
priority" demands dressed del-
log the recent six-day wort stop-
page.
The committee reported the,
bill out favorably and it week
to the Rules Committee. LC'
Gov, Wendell H. Ford said the
committee would probably allow
the bill to be voted on today. :4
In its present form, the bill,
would not allow strikes and does
not contain a binding arbitriei
tion clause. But it would guar-
antee the right of local teacher
associations to bargain with
their school boards over salar-
ies and working conditions. /
A bill without the curriculein
stipulation is in the House Rules
Committee and Speaker Julian
Carroll of Paducah said he is
"working" to gd4it to the floor
for a vote.
Sleek Lune Bill
In other major action, the
Senate approved additional
"Week lung" legislation by pasfr
lng a bill which would require
coal mine operators to carry
workmen's compensation insur-
ance in older to obtain a date
license.
But by a 15-14 vote, the Sen-
ate also approved an amendment
offered by Minority Floor Lead-
er Wendell Van Hoose of Tu-
tor Key providing relief for
small mine operators.
The amendment does make
It mandatory for those opera-
tors employing less than 10
miners to carry the insurance.
Sen. Joe Stacy, D-West Liberty,
said the coat of the insurance,
about $1,000 per miner per year,
would be greater than the small
operators could bear and would
drive them out of burliness.
Sen. Francis Burke, D-Pike-
vile, the bill's sponsor, fought
the amendment 'eying it would
„take away from miners many
of the beaks given to them
by the recent broadening of the
"black lung" law.
Democrats will apparently
move to override Gov. Louie
B. Nunn's veto of the legislat-
ive auditor pay bill. They beat
back a Republican attempt to
table the measure, but delayed
the ovenetling attempt because
the governor had until 12 mid-
night Tgesday to sign or veto
any part of the $3.8 million
General Assembly budget for
the next biennium.
Free Dogs
Bill Hogan who resides in a
trailer left of the yellow caution
lighik on the old Benton Highway
has mother dog and two female
puppies, five weeks old, to give















color of a latex.49
GALLONS
CHOOSE FROM NEW EXCLUSIVE
DECORATOR SHADES AND PATTERNS
FHA App. 501 Nylon Hi-Lo Sheered Pile
$6.29
STYLE PERFECT CARPETS
are Stain Resistant • Moth Proof
.• Water Resistant • Mildew Proof.
Deep, luxurious carpets in a wide
range of the newest decorator col-
ors. Strong enough to take all the
rough and tumble of family life —
without a sign of wear.
BONUS:
Only yd (Includes pad & Installation)
We Specialize In Shag Carpets
Come in and see the beautiful colors
of Other Carpets.
Foam rubber Padding le per sq. yd. with all orders






OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT
'
GRAND OPENING
March 12, 13, 14
Valuable Prizes!
No purchaS necessary.
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Qergymes aid alcoholics
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI) —
More than 1 million alcoholics
in California and the 4 million
members of their families get
their greatest help from clergy-
men, according to Chaplain
Herman J. Kregel of the Ber-
keley Center for Alcohol
Studies.
'The pariah minister enjoys
a special relationship that medi-
cal doctors, psychiatrists,
psycholciFists and social workers
do not.' Chaplain Kregel told
a pastoral conference. "He sees
each man as a whole man in
a mars society in which the
individual has come to have very
little meaning. To the extent
that the minister understands
the alcoholic he can prevent
many of his serious problems
and help him back on his feet."
* * *
For spring, simmer-and on
into next fall the prospect is that
short skirts will not disappear,
according to leading American
designers. A standardised skirt
length will not exist. The only
thing that seems certain is that
the midi-length coat (10 to 14
inches from the Boor) will be
fully accepted. _
IHIKPJAERICA110











make you feel so pretty, 
underneath. Lovable's "Total Stretch"
lace 'n' elastic bra gives you beautiful
fit, and comfort, too. Matching lace-
panelled longleg has 'magic mesh' in-
serts that banish back sliding, stop
thigh binding. Pick yqur partners now
...for much, muchiess than you'd think.
Bra, unpadded, A32-36, B32-38, $ 4 n7
C32-40; fiberfill padded, A32-36, . 7 /
B & C32-40
Longleg panty girdle, S, M, L, XL $• 3.54
Also Available: Cling Cuff
Panty Girdle, 5-M-L-XL $2.97
SAVE $1.00 WITH
COUPONS IN THIS AD
AND $15.00 OR MORE IN
OTHER PURCHASES.
THE PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD
FROM THURS. 8:00 A.M. THRU
TUES.
We Redeem U. S. Gov. Food Stamps
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BACKS & NECKS LB. 10c
FRESH FRESH Lb.












BATH ROOM TISSUE 2 ROLLS SWANNS DOWN
SCOTT TISSUE  311 Cake Mix 
4AVOY STRAWBERRY LIQUID BLEACH
PRESERVE 1,1:419C PHU
SAVOY
PEACH PRESERVES OR 3











LADY SCOTT 200 CT. FRESH COUNTRY STYLE
CR ISCO
NO, 2) CAN 29 OIL 24 OZ. BOTTLE
4".
SUGAR CURED SMOKED
49 JOWLS BY THE PIECEu3 39t
DEL MONTE CHUNK





























59C MEAT PIES 58zsiFLOUR 5 LB. BAG l APPLES 64 Size Ea. 1 OC
CERTIFIED BLUE TAG SEED
63C PIE SHELLS POKFGi 350 poTAToEs1n2144 49
ARMOUR
TREET 10 OZ. CAN
ENA
5CA0NZS. $1
111 With Beals154 Oz. Can Si
LIBERTY COUPON WORTH 20c
GRADE "A" MEDIUM
EGGS 2 DOZ. 79c
With Coupon and $5.00 Add.
Purchase Exc. Tobacco & Dairy
Products.







LIBERTY COUPON WORTH 30c
VIVA PAPER JUMBO
TOWELS 3 ROLLS 87c
With This Coupon and 5.00
Add. Put% Tobacco & Dairy
Prod. Exc.
Limit 1 oupon per Customer
AA- • Void After March 17, 1970
FANCY RED DELICIOUS
SUPER
SUDS 2 REG 49cSIZEBOX
LIBERTY COUPON WORTH 50c
DETERGENT GIANT PKG.
TIDE 39c
With Coupon and 55.00.AdditionalA
Pur. Tobacco & Dairy Products
Exc.
LIMIT 1 - Coupon per customer.








The 5th Dimension, a sing
group that exploded into inter
national stardom almost over-
night, will appear in the Murray
State University fieldhouse Mar-
ch 15.
Scheduled for 7:30 p.m., the
show is sponsored by the Murray
State student government. Tick-
ets will go on sale to the public
March 3.
Known for their showmanship
as well as their fresh vibrant
singing style, the five-member
group first served notice of
things to come with their hit
record entitled "Go Where You
Wenn Go."
Their big breakthrough follow-
ed with their recording of "Up,
Up and Away," which won bur
Grammy Awards from the Nat-
ional Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences and sold almost a
million records.
Since then, the hits have come
frequently for the 5th Dimension,
including "Magic Garden," "Sto-
ned Soul Picnic," "Aquarius,"
and "Let the Sun Shine In."
Discovered by manager Marc
Gordon in the mid-1960s when
they were known as "The Ver-
satiles," the vocal group has
been on the way up ever since.
They are scheduled to do their
own special on CBS television
May 21.
/wog other recent honors
were an invitation to appear at
The White House for President
Nixon and the 50 governors and
their families, and an invitation
to appear at the Expo in Tokyo.
Individual members of the
group are Marilyn McCoo, Billy
Davis, Jr., Florence LaRue, Ron
Townson, and Lamonte McLem-
ore. They are booked for theat-
res, supper clubs, concerts and
television appearances as much Japanese cooking.
as six to eight months ahead.i.
Two Students
MSU, Named
Mrs. Donna S. James and Tho-
mas G. Wallis, hoth•studeot at
Murray State, have received hon-
orable mention in the annual
Woodrow Wilson National Fell-
owship competition.
Mrs James, "of 27 Orchard
Heights, is a senior majoring
in English.
A senior chemistry major, Wa-
llis resides in Winchester Apart-
ments.
They were among approxima-
tely 12,000 outstanding gradua-
ting seniors nominated by more
than 800 colleges. In addition to
the 1,152 students who received
honorable mention , 1,153, were
named as Woodrow Wilson Des-
ignates.
The selection committees pick.
ed the Designates as "the most
intellectually promising" 1710
graduates planning careers • as
college teachers, Foundation pr-
esident Hans Rosenhaupt explain-
ed.
"We encourage young people
with a gift for college teaching
to teach where they are needed,
which often is outside the small
charmed circle of prestige in-
stitutions," he said.
A list of all Designates and
those who receiyed honorable
mention will be sent to all grad-
uate school deans with the re-
commendation that the schools
provide the winners with grad-
uate fellowships. The Foundation
beets up its recommendation by
reserving 150 Woodrow Wilson
fellowships for those Designates
who fail to receive funds from
schools of their choice.
Monosodium glutamate is a
natural flavor intensifier used in
meat, soups and fish products. It
conies from the Orient where it
was produced from seaweed and
is an integral part of Chinese and
THE LEDGER & TIMES - 
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE "VISIT USA" pavilion at Japan's "Ex
po TO" world fair in Osaka, being built by air In,
half a day: Top-The big neoprene-coated nylon gag is
 taken from its packing case, raised'
by a high crane, and is fastened to the concrete fo
undation. Etottom-The pavilion Is inflat-
ed in 20 minutes, and becomes a herni-globe more tha
n six,. stories high. It is imprinted
with color representations of Earth's oceans and 
continents with primary air route con-
nections to the U.S. The air-supported structure house
s a theater featuring an audio-vis-
ual presentation of U.S. travel attractions paajected o
n the half-sphere's inner surface.
Tips for
tat' dishes
NEW YORK (UPI) - Milk in
a meat loaf or milk in a steaming
pudding-most people like it
cooked to perfection.
To get a desirable product,
moderate, even temperatures are
recommended for cooking milk,
says Sandra Dickinson, Univer-
sity of Nebraska Extension food
and nutrition specialik
Skin formation may occur
SI Love the eller&
NEW YORK (UPI) -
Most ordaiiiiiiAitirmen'orthe
United Church of Christ whc
have dropped out of the minis-
try still love the church and
have a vision of a greater minis-
try as laymen, according to a
during the heating of milk and
can be prevented by covering the
pan, diluting the milk or by
presence of fat floating on the
surface. High temperature causes





lessness mounted to 4.2 per
cent of the nation's labor force
In February, highest level in
more than four years, the
government announced Friday.
The unemployment figure for
January was 3.9 per cent and
the February percentage was
the highest since it stood at 4.2
per cent in October, 196'7,
In vadditton, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics reported that
the average factory work week
dipped to the lowest level since
January, 1962, and overtime
earnings fell from an average
of 3.3 hours in January to 3.2
hours for February.
The monthly statement sum-
marized "A slowdown in the
demand for labor has become
particularly evident in the
manufacturing industries. Man-
ufacturing employment has
been (inclining steadily since
August, 1969, and the jobless
rate for factory workers has
risen sharply."
The BLS said the entire
increase in joblessness in
February occurred among adult
workers, with one-third of it
occurring in the bellwether auto
 industry.
The jobless rate for factory
workers in the durable goods
industry rose to 4,7 per cent in
February, nearly double the
post-Korean War low of 2.5 per
cent in February a year ago.
'The bureau said the number
of unemployed workers rose
from 3.4 million in January to
3.8 million in February. Adjust-
ed on a seasonal formula, the
actual increase was set at
250,000 workers.
Other signs of an economic
slowdown were these
The jobless rate for adult
men increased from 2.5 per
two-year study of the lives, of
370 former ministers.
The stuaY, summarised in a
• book,. Ex-Pastors: Why Men
Leave the Parish Ministry, pub-t
fished by United Church Press,
said these ex-clergymen rebelled
against "twelfth Century theo-
lo4y," against having to be "re-
ligious" for members of their
congregations, and against work-
ing on a "full-time basis for
the part-time salary of one un-
skilled, untrained and unedu-
cated individual."
WEDNESDAY - MARCH 11. MO
cent to 2.8 per cent, the highest
level since October, 1965.
The unemployment rate for
adult men between 20 and 24
jumped from 6.1 per cent to 6.7
per cent.
The jobless rate for blue
collar workers rose from 4.6
per cent in January to 5 per
cent last month.
The bureau said about 60 per
cent of the unemployment rise
this year had resulted from
workers losing their jobs rather
than new workers entering the
labor force being unable to find
work.
Saccharin, the oldest of the
non-caloric sweeteners, is the
only one left on the retail mar.
ket.
a • *
The Food and Drug Admin-
istration banned use of cycla-
mate in foods and beverage'
when a laboratory report indi-
cated that very large -doses of
cyclamate fed to rats over a
long period of time produced
cancer in their bladders
BOSS OF U.S. efforts in Laos
lc reported to be G. birMur-
t rie Godley labove, Arneri-




Mr. Thomas A, Scott, State
Fliglivray District Engineer at
Paducah, stated today that the
severe winter weather that has
been experienced in Calloway
County has caused considerable
da mage to state maintained roads
In Calloway county, particularly
the light surface roads. The Dis-
trict Engineer stated that the
Calloway County maintenance
crew is experiencing difftcup
In correcting all the problems
that are occurring in Calloway
County because of the large am-
ount of time that has been spent
In snow and ice removal and the
number of problems that have
developed.
Costs for snow and ice remov-
al this winter have far exceeded
that of previous years. For ex-
ample, about twice as much salt
has already been used this winter
as was required during the entire
winter a year ago.
While all the winter damage
will notnppear for several more
weeks, ft now seems that winter
damage is running about 25 per-
cent more than that which occurs
during an average winter.
Because of the extreme weath-
er conditions it has been nece-
ssary to reduce legal load limits
on several roads in this area.
While these reductions are to
be imposed only until weather
conditions improve, even more
load limit reductions may be fou-
nd necessary as evidence of ex-
cessive road damage appears
on particular roads.
The Engineer expressed app-
reciation for the patience the
people of Calloway County have
'shown during this very severe
winter and gave assurances that
the Highway Department would
do all it could to keep the state
maintained roads in Galloway




EAST SIDE OF THE SQUARE Murray
Open A. M. - 5:15 P. M.
Open Friday Night 'Til 8:00







Reg., Super Hold and Unscented
Giant 16-oz.
Reg. $1.29  SALE 59
LASTING BEAUTY
Make Up Finish
"'Your Make Up Lasts Hours Longer"
4-0z. Spray
Reg. $2.2.5 SALE$1 29
Magic Spray Sizing









Box of 36 Tablets
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Box of 40 Tablets
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"The Extra Strength Pain Reliever"
Bottle of 100
Reg $1.59 SALE 890
Arrid Extra Dry
ANTI PERSPIRANT SPRAY DEODORANT
4 3 oz.




1-Lb. 6-0z. - 30 Day Supply
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Thxp YerS AR IRS
This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Q) Where do I claire exemp-
tions on the Form 1040?
A) Show the number of ex-
emptions you claim for your-
self, your spouse and others
on lines 7, 8 and 9 of Form
1040. Then if you use the tax
tables to compute your tax,
find the amount of tax due in
the column that shows your
income and your total exemp-
tions from line 10. If you don't
use the tax tables, a $600
credit for each of your ex-
emptions on line 10 should be
taken on Schedule T when you
compute your tax.
A few taxpayers have taken
credit for their exemptions on
line 15b of Form 1040. This is
wrong and will delay any re-
fund due. The only adjust-
ments that should be shown
on line 15b are those for sick
pay, moving expenses, em-
ployee business expenses, and
payments to self-employed re-
tirement plans.
Q) My wife doesn't work so
why is it so important for her
to sign our tax return?
A) A tax return is a legal
tIocument and the signatures
of both husband and wife are
required on joint returns. This
Is true even if only one had
Income.
Q) What should I do if I
move before my refund comes?
A) Leave a Edrwarding ad-
dress with the Post Office so
that the refund can be deliv-
ered to your new address.
Failure to do this held up the
refunds of many taxpayers
last year until an up-to-date
addre1ss could be obtained.
Taxpayers who expect to
get refunds but have delayed
filing their returns can get
fast service if they file now.
Returns mailed in March can
be processed and the refund
issued in 3-5 weeks if the re-
turn is accurate and complete.
Q) I'm a widow and my
daughter lives with me. Can I
file as head of household even
though my daughter supports
herself?
A) You may be entitled to
file as unmarried head of
household if you meet certain
requirements. This is ex-
plained in the 1040 instruction
package most taxpayers re-
ceived in the mail. You will
find this information on page
B-2 of the package.
Q) The tax surcharge is
supposed to be 10 percent for
1969 but it looks much lower
for some taxpayers according
to the surcharge tables. Why?
A) To help 'Ake the tax
burden, Congress specifically
limited or did not impose the
surcharge on certain low in-
come, taxpayeist.
Q) How do you deduct Blue
Cross premiums for tax pur-
poses?
,A) To deduct Blue Cross
and other medical insurance
payments you must itemize de-
ductions on Schedule A. One-
half of these premuuna up to
a maximum of $150 are de-
ductible without regard to the
3 percent limitation on medi-
:al expenses. The balance of
the premiums should be added
to your other medical ex-
penses and is- subject to the 3
percent limitation.
The instructions given for
completing Schedule A can be
found right on the back of
this form. For your conven-
ience, copies of this and other
schedules were included in the
1040 tax package.
Q) Is it true that if you're
over 65 you're not taxed when
you egjk your home?
A) There will be no tax to
pay if you were 65 or older
before the date of the sale, the
adjusted sales price was $20,-
000 or less, and you owned
and occupied the houlie as
your principal residence for
five of the eight years preced-
ing the sale. If the adjusted
sale price was over $20,000,
you may exclude part of your
gain.
Details on this and other
tax benefits for those 65 and
over are contained in IRS
Publication 554, Tax Benefits
for Older Americans. Drop a
post card to your IRS district
office for a free copy.
Q) Sine* the first $100 in
dividends is tax free, do I need
to fill out Schedule B and send
it in if I have just $50 in divi-
dends?
A) Schedule B should be
completed and sent in with
your Form 1040 when the
gross amount you receive in
dividends is more than $100.
This $100 figure is determined
before you have taken your
dividend exclusion on line 12b,
Form 1040.
Q) What are the roles on
the sick pay exclusion for pay
received while you're out sick
or injured?
A) It depends on how much
you received in pay for the
time you were out. If your
company paid you over 75 per-
cent of your regular salary
while you wery sick, there is a
Str--day wetting
er or not you were hospital-
ized at any time. After -it ex-
pires, you may exclude up to •
$100 a week from your income
as sick pay.
If you received 75 percent or
less of your regular pay, there
is a 7-day waiting period.
Then you may exclude up to
$75 a week. After 30 days, you
may exclude up to $100 a week
as sick pay. If you had been
hospitalized, there is no seven-
day waiting period.
• This provision of the law is
explained at greater length on
page E-2 of the Form 1040
instructions. Be sure to check
the instructions if you think
you are entitled to claim this
exclusion.
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Its Days Are Numbered
BY CARL 7.11LLER —
By Ii sued Press International .
The supermarket, iriskil
currently receives the
lion's share of America's
food dollars, may be head-
ed for extinction.
It probably will be re-
placed by the en4 of this
century with home delivery
services, small neighbor-
hood speciality stores mid
prepared food outlets, ac-
cording to a researcher at
Battelle Memorial Institute.. .
'HOUSEWIVES' s h o p-
ping patterns are chang-
ing." Gerald Collings, a re-
search economist at Bat-
telle, says. "They want
mire convenient, quicker
shopping to give them
more leisure time."
flings said a l)relinti-
nrv study of consumer
!ooii shopping habits
,no\Aed a definite trend
av from supermarket
buying. " Conversely, the
study showed an increase
in catalog sales, telephone
ordering and home deliver-
ies.
The supermarket came
into being to give the
housewife a vast array of
goods to choose from, Coll-
ings said.
HOWEVER, the accept-
ance in recent years of
proven - quality brand
TEAKETTLE LID—This is an aerial view of 
the older part of Pozzuoli, the Italian city of 70,-
000 that sits over an underground sea of churn
ing lava like a lid on a teakettle. The phe-
nomenon has raised the city more than three fee
t, and this old portion has been about
evacuated in fear of, a gigantic eruption.
Daybook of America "PCTAIRIVIITNAir
No. 20 "Her
 work was famous among
American intellectuals, and
when the source of their authorship was
questioned in England, many persons vouched
for her originality, including [Thomas] Jef-
ferson"
The quotation from Oxford Companion to
American Literature, edited by James D.
Hart (published by Oxford University Press),
refers to Phillis Wheatley, who gained wide
attention in 1770 with a poetic tribute to Rev.
George Whitefield. He died that year at
Newburyport, Maas., after strenuous evan-
gelism credited with producing the ;Great
Awakening" in Christianity among colonists
disenchanted with the Church of England.
Contrary to an Illusion that the Church
was intolerant of Negro slavery (or similar
bondage among poor whites). Boston had
a slave market. One day in 1781, the wife of
John Wheatley, a respected citizen, went to
that market to purchase a black child,
to be trained as a house servant. The one •
she chose, who had been kidnapped in Sene-
gal when seven, endeared herself for intel-
ligence and charm. Given the name Phillis,
she was accorded an education, and was
treated as one of the family by the Wheat-
ley' and their friends.
Her early poetic efforts reflected encour-
agement from the "University of Cambridge
in .New England" [Harvard] when rtbout
thirteen; she was seventeen when she wrote
the "Elegiac Poem on the Death of a Cele-
brated Divine" [Wilitefield]
. She had been In England, as companion, to
i's. Wheatley, when a book of her versesIsm
published. But George Washington's ar-
- i'al jet Cambridge in 1775 to lead the re-











tribute, which she sent him with a note, "the
fame of your virtues excites sensations not
easy to suppress."
Washington responded, "However unde-
serving I may be of such encomium, the style
and manner exhibit a striking proof of your
poetic talents," and invited her to visit his
h.q. A Washington staff officer sent the en-
comium to the Pennsylvania Magazine in
which its appearance April 1778) brought
further recognition to the Negro poetess.
Emancipated by the Wheatleys, she mar-
ried a freedman. Her health, never strong,
suffered further under childbearing and do-
mestic drudgery and she died at thirty, but
ensured of immortality by her works as one
of the first important native American pdet-
ellSell,






(Limit Of 4 Please)
WITH $5.000R MORE ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
NO LIMIT—NO PURCHASE lb. 31t
LB.
Fresh
Bucket 0' Chicken Lb  39i ib Roast
314 Lb. & Up
Roasting Chicken Lb  390 Hams 
Sliced lb 99e Lb  890
1st 3 Ribs Lb 89t
4th S. 5th Ribs Lb  790
Semi Boneless





Breakfast Bacon 790 iocis;g'''ti a  
12 oz. 790Lb 
All Beef
3 Lb. Pkg. Or More
Hamburger Lb 













Regular or Thick P11'1.890
12  or.
PRICESCOOD THRU
SAT , MARCH 14
names and labels makes
home-delivery workable, he
said, not only of staple
ts, but meats, vege-
tables and pastries as
"If she knows the canned
soup, cube steak or cream
pie she orders this time
will be the same as the one
she ordered a week ago,
she doemer need to see it
before she buys it," Coll-
ings said.
When home delivery be-
comes the chief method for
consumers to obtain food,
small, neighborhood Spe-
ciality food shops and pre-
pared food outlets will ap-




will provide the "pickup"
items nearly everyone for-
gets at the market as well
as fancy cuts of meat and
other items the customer
prefers to shop• for 
vidually.
The prepared food busi-
ness, which already • is
growing by leaps and
bounds, will reach a point
where there may be as
many outlets as there are
service stations today, Coll-
ings predicted.
He said the logistics of
home delivery of food
should present no problem.
AIN NE SivilING TO
Jane Parker
WHITE BREAD























oranges 5 Lb Bay
Fur 590
59t
Corn Bread Mix s_ 00 Delicious Apples 12
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Q. - My neighbor told me it's
possible to carry over some of
the $50 annual deductible for
the medical insurance part of
medicare from one year to the
next. Is he right?
A. Yes. Your neighbor was
referring to Medicare's "car-
ryover" rule. This is how it
works:
If in the last three months
of a year you have expenses tha
can De counted toward your $50
deductible for that year, you can
carry over this amount to help
meet the $50 annual deductible
for the next year.
The deductible is simply the
first $50 in reasonable charges
for covered services in each
calendar year. You pay the de-
ductible yourself. Your medical
Insurance helps pay for all other
covered medical serviceS in that
year.
Medicare's carryover rule Is
designed to help the beneficiary
who has substantial expenses in
the last part of a year -so that
he doesn't have to meet two $50
deductibles in a short period
of time.
For example, if you had only
$10 in covered expenses in the
first nine months of 1969, bat
then accumulated $40 more in
expenses in the last three mooth5
of 1969, the $40 can be carried
over toward meeting your deduo-
tible for 1970.
So even if you don't meet your
$50 deductible in one year, it is
still important that you send
In your bills for covered ser-
vices that .you get in October,
November, and December. This
will ensure .that these expenses
are counted toward your $50






HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Kim
Darby is 22 years old and has
starred in four motion pictures
this year.
She was praised for her work
with John Wayne in "True
Grit," then went on to leading
roles in "Generation," "Nor-
wood" and "The Strawberry
Statement."
With little or no makeup, Kim
can wear the face of a child,
teen-ager Or young adult,
Age A Facade
This physical versatility all-
lowed her to span the ages of
16 (True Grit) to 20 (Norwood).
If called upon, however, Kim
would make a believable 12-
year-old.
"At 22 it's no strain playing
younger roles," she said the
other day. "I don't think about
it because I'm not sure that a
17-year-old girl behaves so
much differently than a 22-
year-old.
"All I can say for certain is
that I'm less sure of myself
than I was three years ago."
Now She's More Secrue
In the inteim Kim was
married and divorced from
actor Jim Stacey, who stars in
"Lancer." She also became a
mother during the brief mar-
riage. Recently she marriedV
actor James Westmorland.
Life thus far has left Kim
vulnerable and unsure of
herself, abetted by the tact that
her parents were divorced when
she was 2 years old. She lived
most of. her early childhood
with grandparents.
"Now i'm secure but I'm not
rich by a long shot," she said.,
"Of all the pictures I enjoyed
making The Strawberry State-
ment* most because I was
surrounded by young people
and a young director, Stuart
Hagman."
Her role in the western,
however, established her as one
of Hollywood's brightest dis-
coveries in recent memory.
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! HUSH PUPPIES 
Frosty Acres







_ _14...3 for 79'
— — 10 oz pkg. 2 F°. 39'








Cake & Frosting Mix






























Del Monte Cut - 16-oz. can
Green Beans -2 7: 490
Pet Evaporated
— — 15} oz. 2 —tall
• 350
Pride of III. - 17 oz. can
Cream Corn _ 2 elIon: 350
Fresh T.ndor
CARROTS i..b. bag 10Ruby
  2 F°. 15'
New Texas
TURNIPS 2 Lbs. 190
Fifa YAMS lb. 100



















WIENERS 2 ° Pkg 490
Favorite Brand.
1 -lb. pkg.
Boil, Braise or Bar-B-Q Beef
590 
SHORT RIBS lb 490
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REAL MATS FOR SALO
QUALITY CONSTRUCTION 3.
bedroom Colonial with fireplace
and double garage. Transfer-
able 3 3/4% loan.
INVESTMENT PROPERTY. A
tri-plea like new. A nice place
to live and rent the other two
apartment& Cali now for de-
tail&
A NEW 3-bedroom brick with
carpeting throughout, 2 bath
rooms, step-down family room,
double garage. Let us show you
this house and make an offer.
A aaoom HOME in Hazel on
a nice lot. Ideal for the large
family or an extra apartment.
Very reasonably priced.
3-BEDROOM brick with an ex-
cellent floor plan. 1% baths,
family room, spacious utility,
especially nice drapes, eircon.
dkioned. Good location and the
house is nice as new. Beautiful
landscaping. Just $21,500.
ROOM brick theA 4-BED near
new high school Bite. 2 bath
rooms, sunken living room, for-
mal dining area, quality cow
action, excellent floor plan,
double garage, very large patin---
A BRICK and stone with many 
exist features. 3 bedrooms, full'
basement, formal dining room,
2% baths, fireplace in the faul-
t, roc= with, a rustic finish,
recreation room, double garage,
large madeck with electric grill
for your outdoor living pleas-
ure. All electric, Gold Medal-
lion home. City school district
Let us show you this outstand-
ing home. Would consider a
trade. Reduced drastically, must
be sold this month.
A MODERN 2-bedroom brick
home and 26% acres, 3% miles
from Murray. Farm is fenced
and overlooks a nice lake.
3-BEDROOM frame in very good
condition. Carpets and drapes,
fireplace, central air condition-
ing. Also • real nice 20' a 80'
building with a garage, cen-
trally heated. Ideal for almost
any kind of home workshop.
Let us show you this place and
make us an offer.
HSI.? WANTED
CARRIER WANTED: Man or wo-
man to carry afternoon paper
route for Paducah Sun-Demo-
crat in area of Hazel, Farm
ington, Murray, and Lynn Grove.
Would prefer non-student. This
would make perfect supplement




WANTED: Woman to live in
and help care for elderly man.
Phone 492-8565 after 5:00 p. m
weekdays. M-114'
COMMON LABORER, no ex-
perience necessary. Contact Carl
R. Howard Construction Co.,
101 East Main, Murray. Phone
753-9418. M-12-C
POSTING MACHINE operator,
experience preferred but not
momtary. Write resume of
ftwthw aw employment W
Hoe 32-W, Murray. Ky. M-12-C
THE LEDGER & TIME'S - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
HELP WANTED
MAN OR WOMAN. Electrolux
Corp., factory branch office lo-
cated 111 South 6th Street, Pa-
ducah, Kentucky. Dial 443-6460.
Openings now for representat-
ives now earning between $10,-
000420,000 a year. No invest-
ments we finance our own ac-
counts. Apply by telephone, let-
ten ,or in person. M-164
SEMI DRIVERS (Experience
Not Necessary). To train for
local, peddle, over-the-road. You
can earn $140 to $300 per week
after short training. For inter-
view and application call (606)
299-8012, after 5 p. in. (606)
262-3484 or write Nation Wide
Semi Division, Suite 214, 171
New Circle Rood, NE, Lexing-
ton, Kentucky 40605. M-11-C
WANTS!) TO RENT
WANTED: Small three or four-
room furnished apartment close
to town, rent reasonable. Con-
tact Mike at 753-1916 before
5:00 p. in. or after 5:00 p. m.
763-1290. TINC
NOTial NOTICE
3-BEDROOM stone house and
basement. Beautiful 1 acre lot.
Needs some repair but is pric-
ed accordingly. Located near
Wiswell.
A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 acre
on a blacktop road, located a-
bout 2 miles from Murray. Car-
peted, air-conditioned, and at-
tached garage. Price has been
reduced.
100 ACRE FARM located on
Highway 641 about 2 miles nor-
th of Murray, adjacent to in
dustrial property. Practically all
of the farm is tillable and la
a high state of productivity,
030' highway frontage. Financ-
ing available at 8% interest to
qualified WM.
MOBILE HOME and cottage 
combination, located in the Jon-
*than Creek area of Kentucky
Lake. Fully equipped with nice
furnishings, double carport with
a storage room. One acre wood-
ed lot
1 2/3 ACRE LOT with a 14' a
16' building and mobile home
apace. Close to Jonathan Creek
on a paved road.
WE HAVE a wide selection of
building lots inside the city
school district and outslie the
city. Financing available for
qualified buyers. Come by our
office at 502 Maple Street or
call us at any time to discuss
details. This is a good time to
buy. We appreciate your bud
TUCKER REALTY COMPANY
502 Maple Street, Murray, Ken
tacky 753-4342. Home phones:
Donald R. Tucker, 753-5020




Walnut Console _ $699.00 •49§.00
23 Inch
Maple Console __ '699.00 '499.00
23 inch
Maple Console __ '679.00 '489.00
23 Inch
Walnut on Metal _ '569.00 '399.00
16 Portable ____ 959-00 '309.00
14" Portable ____ 929.00 '289.00
Console Stereos
WALNUT CABINET with 6 SPEAKERS and AM-FM
STEREO RADIO  $499.00 $389.00
WALNUT CABINET WITH 6 SPEAKERS and AM-FM
STEREO RADIO  $399.00 $299.00
MAPLE CABINET with 6 SPEAKERS and AM-FM
STEREO RADIO  $399.00 $299.N
DUNN'S TV & APPLIANCE
118 South 12th Street
Phone 753-3037 ml2c 1
PO* RENT POE RENT
TWO-BEDROOM duplex agre4
men* central hest and ity,
built-la range, ceramic tile bilk
carpet throughout Call or see
Gene Steely, Southide Shaw




and air conditioning. Phone 753-
1569. 14-14-C
EFFICIENCY apartment for two
men =on street from camp-
us. Plume 753-4342. 1441C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
14. Sanders. Phone 382-3932,
Lynnville, Kentucky. April4C
BUILDING 3600 square feet plus
2 acres land if needed, on In-
dustrial Road. Phone 753-3228.
A LAKE VIEW LOT. Call at M-12-C
Pine Bluff Shores, phone 753-
4881. ar.12.c 2-BEDROOM house, possession
 soon. Call 753-5620, 11-12-P
HOUSE and five acres on black
top road, one mile from city mull AL.REs of tobacco babe.
asalimilte. Deep well. Phonem4754 Jame., Foster, .
Phone 
e9 1, are. 1,
Kentucky. 
ho
M-12-CTWO-ACRE LOT near LakewaY
Shone. Win sell for mom
Phone 4118-2281 M-114
BY OWNER: brick house in Ha-
eel, extra large &wrier lot. We-
conditioned, electric heat and
carpet. Can John Simmons at
753-1713 or after 500 p. in. call
402-8354.TPV
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom
home, living room, family room,
carpeted. 1% baths„ utility and
garage. One half acre lot. Trans-
terabit loan, with little or no
down payment. Phone 7534749.
11-11-C
BEAUTIFUL new Valarah Lee
Apartments, South 16th Street,
across from Westview Nursing
Home. Two-bedroom, bath, util-
ity room, living room, kitchen
and dining area. Carpeted. Elec-
tric heat. Air conditioned. Re-
frigerator, built-in stove and
oven, dishwasher and garbage
disposal furnished. Phone 753-
4947 or 753-3865. M-16-C
TWO-BEDROOM apartment in
Whitnell Estates. Air condition-
er, carpet, disposal, kitchen
furnished, carport, outside stor-
age. No pets. Couples prefer-




ties paid. Married couple only.
No pets. Phone 753-8069.
M-13-C
EFFICIENCY apartment for
couple or one person. Electric
heat, air conditioned, private
bath and entrance, carpet, utili-
ties, furnished, two blocks from
University. Available April 1st
Phone 753-2672. 14-13-C
'HEAL ESTATE FOR SAUI
1% STORY FRAME house on
1% acres, just west of Murray
on Hwy. 121. Has 3 bedrooms,
full basement, screened-in por-
ches, gas furnace, garage. With
280' blacktop frontage and 270'
gravel road frontage, this pro-
perty is suitable for a commer-
cial building site or additional
residences. Shown by appoint-
ment only.
ATTRACTIVE 3-bedroom brick
home on 1% acres, 2 miles
south of ldurray. Interior re-
cently redecorated and carpet-
ed. Must be seen to be apprec-
iated. Financing mailable for
qualified buyer.
ONE-BEDROOM furnished' •-•
partment. Couples only. Locat-
ed next to White Hall on Payne
Street. Phone 753-3805. M-13-C
THREE APARTMENTS, close to
college, 1602 Dodson Avenue.
nice 753-6564. 14-13-C
LOST a POUND
LOST: Pearl ring at Carr Heal-
th Building. If found call 753-
3579. Reward. M-12-C
WELL MAINTAINED older
frame house in Hazel. Large
two story floor pion can be
utilized as a duplex.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick in
Westwood Subdivision. Panel-
led family main, kitchen built-
ins, 2 ceramic baths, carpeting,
central heat and air, nice slop-
ing lot.
3-BEDROOM brick in Grove
Heights Subdivision. Has a atone
fireplace, foyer, *central heat
and air, 2 ceramic baths kitch-
en built-ins, carpeting, sliding




4 Milos South of Murray
on Highway 641
Complete line of Bridal
Accessories
Bonded acrylic, dacorn
double knit, linen, dotted
swiss, voils.
- Retina -
3 lines of patterns





truck, $200.00. Camper for
truck, $26.00. Both in good con-
dition. Phone 492-8000. 14-114
1966 CHEVROLET 24on truck
with 16' flat bed and aides.
Phone 480-2522. 1I-12-P
glass doors to patio. washer algal_ jape Tow g.100 plea-up truck
dryer, TV antenna. with good bed and cattle rack
3-BEDROOM BRICK in Plain- sides phone 7534427. 11.12.c
view Acres Subdivision. Has
central heat and air, carpeting,
draperies, kitchen built-ins, 1%
baths, large utility room. In
city school district.
190 ACRE FARM within 2 miles
of Kentucky Lake. Approximate-
ly 65 acres cleared and 25 acres
bottom land. Good well and
practically new storage building.
Low price per acre.
157 ACRE FARM 3 miles N. E.
of Murray, on Van Cleye Road.
Mont' than 100 acres cleared
and suitable for row-cropping
or stock farming.
150 ACRE FARM, 4 miles north
of Jones Mill, Tenn. Approxi-
mate 30 acres bottom land, 120
acres cleared, with 80 acres
sowed down in permanent pas-
ture.
108 ACRES on Ky. 614, apprex-
imately 10 miles S. E. of Mid-
ray. Owner will consider trade
for rental property.
92 ACRE CATTLE FARM on
blacktop road, 8% miles S. E.
,sf Murray. 29 acre corn base,
good fences, 4 ponds, entire
farm sowed down in permanent
pasture. Has 4-room frame house
in fair condition.
RESIDENTIAL LOTS in Pine
Bluff Shores, Panorama Shores,
Sherwood Forest, Westwood,
Jackson Acres, Fairview Acres,
Lynnwood Estates and Plainview
Acres. Also, small acreages in
various parts of Calloway Co--
unty•
CONSTRUCTION has just be-
gun on two more 3-bedroom
brick homes in Lynnwood
Estates. These homes are in
compliance with Fanners Home
Administration requirements,
and can be financed at 6% in-
terest for a period of 33 years. NOTICE
We invite you to compare thei 
quality of materials and work-
manship before you decide to
buy or build.
TO BUY ...see us! TO SELL
list with us!
FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
& Maple, Phone 753-7333. Home




1070 CALENDAR Dmk Etna 300 GALLON oil tank with
and refills are now available at *sand. Cheap. Phone 474-2257.
DM lAdger & Timm Mee Sup-
ply Nom, Trmic
KETTA YOUNG has joined the
capable staff of The Hairdress-
er Beauty Salon with Wanda
Nolan, Sharon Bury, Janice Bar
reit, and Sylvia Carrico. She
Invites her friends to call 753-
3530 and to swing into spring
at The Hairdresser, 301 South
6th Street.
1966 CHEVROLET Station Wa-
gon, V-8 engine, automatic
transmission, power steering,
extra clean, privately owned.
Body and engine perfect. Call
753-1360 after 6 p. in. 14-12-C
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, $625.00.
Phone 753-4440. 14-11-NC
LIZ'S BEAUTY SHOP is now
open for business in Hazel. Will
take late appointments. Closed
on Mondays. Phone 492-8436
for appointment 14-11-C
1967 FORD Mustang GT Fast-
back, cragar mags with Good-
year GT tires, abarth tuned ex-
haust plus other extras. Firm
$1800. Write Box 352 Univer-
sity Station for additional in-
formation.
TWO BEDROOM BRICK, built-
in stove, lots of cabinets. Lo-
cated on five acres of beautiful
wooded property near Kentucky
Lake. Three bedroom brick,
large den and kitchen combin-
ation, extra large living room,
1% ceramic tile baths, central
heat and air, sliding glass door
to patio. Near the new school
building sight. We have other
new or practically new bricks
In Plainview Acres that can be
bought at a bargain.
FOR YOUR loans on FHA and
VA contact us at Wilson Realty
Co. Phone 753-3263 or call any
of the following at home. Larry
Wilson 't3-5086; Edna Knight,
753-4010; Bill Adams, 753-5657:
Cherie; McDaniel, 7534805.
M-12-C
60 ACRE FARM, all under cal-LOST: Flatting tackle box, left 
Ovation. Dwelling house, stockM Hawker Lake Finder please barn tobacco barn and base
call 753.6559. Reward offered, black top on two sides. Three
M-12-P miles west of Hazel. Phone 488-
8768. 14-12-C
NOTICE NOTICE
BY OWNER Three bedroom
brick plus family room, air con-
ditioned with many other ex- ,




- ENDS MARCH 14 -
Save up to $151.1111 New en Tesovislons and Stereos at




Pursuant to the provisions of
the Communications Ad of 1934,
as amended, notice is hereby
given that Service Broadcasting
Company, licensee of F. M. Sta-
tion WAAW, Murray, Ken=
tucky is required to file with
the FCC, no later than May 2,
1970, an application for renewal
of its license to operate station
WAAW on 103.7 Megacycles.
The officers, directors and own-
ers of 10% or more of the stock
are Charles Shuffett and C. H.
Hulse, Jr. Members of the pub-
1k who desire to bring to the
Commission's attention facts
concerning the operation of the
station should writs to the
FCC, Washington, D. C. 20654,
not later than June 2, 1970.
Letters should set out in detail
the specific facts which the
writer wishes the Commission
to consider in pasting on the
application. A copy of the li-
cense renewal- application and
related material will, upon fil-
ing with the Commission, be
available for public inspection
at 201% North Maple between
the hours of 8:00 A. M. and
4:00 P. M., Monday thru Friday.
H-M-11-C
18 MONTH OLD Pointer Bird
Dog Pull, *saw. Phase 41,-
3330. 14-114
1965 MALIBU Super Sport, 327,
4-speed, new rebuilt motor,
solid lifters, special heads and
eon, new clutch and pressure
$800 00, or best offer.
12 MONTH OLD laying bens.
Phone Lexie Watson 489-2182.
11-12-24C
110811 NAME BRAND sig-sag
sewing machine, new warranty.
Limited offer, only $44.00. Frets
home demonstration. Call Paris.
901-642-"757 or write Box 11,
Paris, Tennessee MC. 14-134
KUlP carpet cleaning problems
small-use Blue Lustre wall to
wall. Rent electric shampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of
'The Wishing Well". 14-11-C
CARPET SALE: Cash and Carry.
Spezia - _three bolts carpet
while it lasts, $1.99 sq. yd Candy
stripe hi-density rubber back,
$2.99 sq. yd., while it luta.
Heavy cut pile, $3.95 sq. yd.
Heavy shag, $3.95 sq. yd. Cora-
inertial type hi-density rubber
back, $3.05 sq. yd. Remnants,
bath room pieces, bound rugs.
Peachall's Discount House, Ha-
zel, Ky. 492-9733. 14-11P
1965 HONDA 300, good condi-
tion. Phone 753-2434. 14-12-C
MULE FOR SALE. Also bay.
Phone 753-2987. 14-12-C
 .0.••••=1,
8 COWS and one calf: Call 480
2/55. 14-124
THOROUGHBRED Aligns bull
C. l loYn 11-.Tones, phone 453
2183, Mornings. M-13.0
NOTICS
Pursuant to the provisions of
the Communications Act of 1934,
as amended, notIte is hereby
given that Servko Broadcasting
Company, licensee of Standard
Broadcast Station, WNBS, Mur
ray, Kentucky is required to
file with the FCC, no later
than May 1, 1970, an applies.
tion for renewal of Its license
to operate station WNBS on
1340 Kilocycles. The officers,
directors and owners of 10%
TWO FLOOR LAMPS, buffet,
step table, telephone table and
chair, 8' x 10' wool rug, throw
nags, vanity stool, coffee table,
wringer type washer, drape pan-
els. Phone 753-3987. 11-12-C
or more of the stock are Cheri
Shuffett and C. H. Hulse, Jr
Members of the public who de-
sire to bring to theCommis-
Phone 753-8174 after 6.00 P. in. . ,mon s attention fads concerning
M-17-C the operation of the station sho-
uld write to the FCC, Washing-
ton, D. C. 20554, no later than
Jtne 2, 1970. Letters should
set out in detail the specific
facts which the writer wishes
the Commission to consider In
passing on the application. A
copy of the license renewal ap-
plication and related material
%rill, upon filing with the Corn
mission be available for public
inspection at 201% North Ma-
WANTED: standing umber and pie between the hours of 800 CRASS FLTRigeeuRE, Queen
loge. Contxt Ira Sestet, Hurray A. M- and 4:00 P. M-- Monday size bedding, quilts, mattress,
Sawmill and Lumber Co. Phone thru Friday. discontinued ticks, $99.95 set.
'003-4147. 14arch-204. WM-114 Limited supply. , .
WANTED TO OUT
WANTED: used Guitar, Jumbo
size. Must be in good condition.
Call Brandon Dill. after 5:30
p. In., 733-2030. 14-104
WANT TO BUY complete fish-
ing rig. Aluminum boat, trail-
er and motor. Call 753-8030,
after 3:00 p. in. TIPNC
MOB/LE HOME, 8 ft by 30 ft.,
two bedrOoms. Phone 753-5481
after four p. in. 14-12-P
UVING ROOM SUITE and re-
cliner. Good condition. Call 753-
5454 after 4 p. in. 14-12-C
TWO Quarter mares. Two horse
factory built trailer. Phone 753-
7989. 14-18-11
35 IIASSEY-FERGUSON tract-
or. Stokes Tractor & Implement
Co., Industrial Road, phone 75$-
1319. M-124
FARMALL Cub tractor. 'Staten._
Tractor & Implement Co., In-






Seven Purchase Area residen-
ts recently lost a combined total
of more than $12,100 in social
loss came as a result of their
failure to contact the Social Sec-
urity Office soon after becoming
disabled.
The Social Security program
provides di.obility benefits when
a person is so severely disabled
that he is unable to perform gain-
ful work for at least twelve mon-
ths. No payments are made for
a waiting period of the six full
months following the beginning
of the disability. Except for the
six months waiting period, a
social seeurity application will
allow payment for up to twelve
months preceding the month in
which it was filed.
This means each of these sew
en persons waited more than
eighteen months from the month
they became disabled before con-
tacting the Social Security office.
The period they waited ranged
from twenty-two months to over
eleven years. Individual amounts
lost were from about $130 to
over $4300.
Disabled persons are urged to
contact the Social Security Offi-
ce within two or three months
after they become disabled. This
will assure that no benefits are
lost and will give the Social Sec-
urity Office time to process the
claims and make payment soon
after the waiting period has elap-
sed.
The Paducah Social Security
Office is located at 112 South
Tenth Street. Office hours are
from 8:45 a.m. to 5:00p.m., Mon-
day through Friday. The phone
number is 443-7321.
THE MALT-BALL FLEET
190 XT ALLLS-CHALMERS trac-
tor with plow, disc and four-
row culitivator, in good condi-
tion. Also nearly new four-row
Allis-Chalmers planter all for
$7500.00 Phone 642-1778, Ed
Brown, Et 8, Paris, Tecuoi 
WANTED: Used English tour-
ing or racing bicycles. Write




530 C.fiSE tractor and equip
meat. Cell 438-2139. M-13-C
BELTONZ factory troll _beta". aAssgrr PUPPIIM, males,
int ad batteries for all =m41 120.00, females $15.00. Also 2-
hearing aids. Walla Droll,- year-old Rs..., female, $35.00





MUST BE SOLD IN
10 DAYS
ALL NEW FURNITURE
107 N. 5th Street Downtown
NEAR PEOPLES BANK
Next to Shroat's Meat Market
 '82 FORD,- plow disc and culti-
vator, extra nice, $796.00. '47
Ford front end loader, hydrau-
iie. bucket, dual wheels. '54
Ford, '47 Ford, 850 Ford, 4-
row J. D. Planter, 3-point $185.-
00. 10' wheel disc, 2, 3, and 4
bottom, 3-point plows, 3-point
disc and cultivators, easy flow
cuitipackers, rotary mowers.
John Kough, two miles west of
Lynn Grove. PhOne Lynnville
mumar. 14-14-P
TRAILER for sale or rent, 10' x
52', furinished,, air conditioned,
carpeted, electric baseboard
heat. Reasonable. Ytione 753-
9215 or 4364452. " 14-17-C
SERVICES OPPERED SERVICES OPPERED
SAWS TILED, electric hesima
and all small appliances repair-
ed. 512 R So. 1.2th
MarchEn
WILL BABY-SIT in my home
by the day or week. Call 753-
8493. M43-C
Wild. MOW lawns. Phone 753-
6928 14-12•C
$100 WEEKLY Poseible-home
IFFing. &Igraine. GuaraMINII PERSON DESUtES employmentplan. Details 25r. HoneWort- of any type. Have farming ex-
KS. '_,Box 1043, „Speingfisid.-1111.- ItefftstireT Phone 033617Cr.
62705. *SW' 14-12-C
WILL CARE for convalescents
In their home it terms are
agreeable. Qualifications, refer-
ences Phone 753-5606. 14-12-C
WILL DO baby sitting part or
full time with child between
age of 4 and 6. phone 753-7573.
ITC
BRENT ELEIGH, England'
(UP1)- A thief who stole $1,168
worth of silver from the local
parish church apparently ham
been bothered by his con-
9r1Pnee..--Tbe suvez _vas
returned Monday.
TWO MAHOGANY end tables
with leather insets, $15.00 each.
Phone 753-8189. 14-13-C
EARLY AMERICAN couch and
three chairs, $45.00. Danish mo-
dem stereo cabinets with speak-
ers, $60.00. Phone 753-8388.
M-13-C
LAWRENCE, Mass. (UPI)-
The crew of the aircraft carrier
USS Ranger, on duty off
Vietnam, has developed a sweet
tooth.
Several members of the crew
kwrote to a local radio stationasking residents of the area to
s.
They put no limit on the
amount, guaranteeing the good-
ies would be eaten by the 5,000.
man crew.
Replies were to be addressed
to the USS Ranger (RVAH-5),
ASSC, Fleet Post Office, San
Francisco, Calif. 96601,
ONE REFRIGERATOR- Freezer
one sewing machine, one old
dining room table and chairs
Call 753-5519 after 5 o'clock.
M-13-P
THREE FORMALS, sizes 9 and
10. Excellent condition. Phone
753-5828. 14-17-C
"MIDNIGHT COWBOY" WINS
LONDON (UPI)-. The British
.Film Society, the equivalent of
the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences, gave its highest
honor Sunday night to the
American movie "Midnight
Cowboy."
The Society named "Midnight
Cowboy" the best film of 1969
and gave it five other awards,
including best screenplay. The
best actor award went to its
star, Dustin Hoffman. His
costar hi the film, John Voight,





ident and Mrs. Nixon will
entertain the Duke aod Duchess
of Windsor April 4 at a White
House dinner party.
It will mark the first visit of
the former British monarch
since 1954 vrhen he paid a
courtesy call on President
Dwight D. Eisenhower. The




the British throne, and 'his
sister, Princess A1114 will be
White House guests during an
Informal visit July 16-18.
PARIS (UP Thousands of
shopkeepers and workers
caused massive traffic jams
Monday to emphasize their
security 't 
tax and social
or ms . The 25,000
demands 
protesters chartered buses
which they perked in traffic
lanes or drove very slowly,
cking-up it-tithe-4e -Gem
three hours.
1111 DOCTOR Thi• dot tot
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GE THIRTEEN
'Insight 1970' Chairman Pleased
With Everything But Attendance
Reflecting on the "Insight
1970" symposium at Murray Ste.
te University this week, program
chairman Steve Jackson said
he was "pleased with everything
except the attendance."
A senior from Paducah, lace-
son headed the executive comm-
ittee welch spent almost a year
planning the lecture series Mar-
ch 2-4. He called the program,
which included four prominent
speakers, "provocative and stim-
ulating."
Featured in the series were
NBC news correspondent Herb
Kaplow, author and antoropolo-
gist Dr. Ashley Montagu, social
ethics theologian Dr. Joseph
Fletcher, and former astronaut
and aquanaut Scott Carpenter.
About 2,500 people turned out
for the second annual three-day
symposium focused on a theme
of "Dimeneione of a New Deca-
de." Sponsored by the student
government at Murray State, the
program was initiated last spring
In an effort to provoke thought
understanding by bringing
▪ dents into contact with preval
ideas in society.
Jackson expressed satisfactio
with the efficiency of the pr
organization and added that h
thought the symposium was "ri
In depth and content."
"Pereorenly , my only regret
Is that more people did not take
advantage of the opportunity to ex-
pose themselves to the knowledge
and the inteileCh4l stimulus of
these men," he
Max Russell, prs1dent of the
student government, echoed Jack-
son's feeling.
"Despite the lack of student
turnout, I beueve the caliber
of the speakers and the mess-
ages they presented made the
symposium as good or better
than last year's," the Murray
II
senior said.
Dr. Harry M. sparks. Murray and 
the injustices of more than
State president, was high in his 
100 years.
praise of the program, calling it
"one of the finest series of lec-
tures I have ever had the privi-
"
gerness for knowledge.
"It is a pleasure to talk to peop-
le who show such genuine concern
for the things that are happening
around them," he continued, "be-
cause the times demand this kind
of interest."
The former Navy commander
who flew the second Americ:an-
manned orbital flight in 1962
showed another side of himself
during his lecture, making a
plea for public support for ocean
research.
He named food, fresh water
and minerals as "treasures of
the sea" to justify research ex-
penditures and warned that un-
less mankind turns to the ocean
for resources and controls the
population explosion, it will per-
loge to hear.
He said Kaplow is a "true
journalist" who gave some re-
venting political insights, and
Montagu "challenged us to a
higher concept of human need
which can be met only ttirough
sincere concern and love for all
mankind."
Nothing that Fletcher develop-
ed a pragmatic approach of apply-
ing Christian principle to situat-
ional ethics, Dr. Sparks said the
theologian made a challenging
presentation "although he violat-
ed some of his own precepts."
A common comment of the
speakers oe the program was
that the audiences at Murray Sta
te were "extremely receptive."
Carpenter, who was the final
speaker, said people who attend-
ed his presentation showedan ea-
Fletcher, an advocate of situa-
tionethics, touched on the three
theories of approach to moral
problems — legalism, living by
a set of absolute rules andguides
lines; spontaneism, impulsive
and unprincipled decision - mak-
ing with no generalisations and
making rational decisions.
He commented about the frien-
dliness of the people at Murray
State after spending almost two
hours walking over the campus
triZsmingling with students.
Montagu, who has written about
30 books, warned that the human
race is headed for extinction
within the next 30 years 'Spa*.
do not change from the course
to sell-destruction to a realiza-
tion that "to live is to love."
He said freedom in America
Is not the right to do as you
like but the right do as you
ought, adding that man has grown
to mnstder himself superior to
nature instead of a part of nature.
Kaplow described the biggest
problem facing President Nixon
as the urban problem, involving
social equality, race, welfare,
ABM INFLATION
WASHINGTON (UPI) —De-
puty Defense Secretary David
Packard said Monday the
estimated cost of the Safeguard
Antiballistic Missile System
(ABM) rose last year from $9.1
billion to $10.7 b than — anover-
run of 17 per cent.
In prepared testimony before
the House Armed Services
Committee, Packard said "I
want to tell this committee
very frankly that if such
factors as inflation, stretch-out
and design improvement occur
in future years as they did in
the past year, then we could
experience some 0:Winning




WASHINGTON (UPI): The 'food and Drug Ad-
ministration says it will soon require drug manu-
facturers to place a government-written warning
of possible health hazards in every package of
birth control pills.
Sen. Gaylord Nelson, (D., Wis.), hailed the
"courageous" and "historic" decision as vindica-
tion of his Senate Small Business Subcmommittee's
controversial bearings on the pill.
He said the 8.5 million women who take the pill
will-be able to learn of the risks from the requireit
pamphlet. He said two-thirds of the nation's doctors
fail to mention these hazards when prescribing,con-
traceptives.
Dr. Charles C. Ewards,,FpA commissioner, told
a hearing before Nelson's subcommittee that the
leaflet will be required, perhaps withih two months.
THE 700-WORD draft statement he proposed
says women with serious liver disease, cancer of the
brea5t, other cancers and vaginal bleeding should
not take the pill and women with kidney disease,
asthma, high blood pressure. epilepsy, fibroids of
the uterus, migraine headaches or mental depres-
sion should take it under "special supervision.
It says reactions from the pill may include blood
clots, mental depression, swelling, skin rash, jaun-
dicc, increased blood pressure, increased sugar con-
tent in the blood, head ties, nervousness, dizziness,
fatigue, backache, chansfes in appetite and sex drive,
pain when urinating, growth 'of more body hair,
loss of hair, nervousness and irritability
"Scientists know the hormones in the pill have
caused cancer in animals, but they hase no proof
that the pill causes cancer In humans." the leaflet
adds.
Edwards said he decided to require the leaflet
because "I have conic to the ( orelusion that the in-
formation tieing supplied to he patient is in-
sufficient
EDWARDS ADDED that thr FDA's posiin on
oral contraceptives ,is that they are an irtf•ctive
and safe method foil birth control. but as with oth-
er drug' • there are both contraindications
—idc (lick is _and compiniations •
H. cl4-glic1Oet411.4-13A514111S it' UP. _blicood.c
aseicsted. with the pill %sear repertea to the






















* FROZEN FOODS *
ORANGE JUICE Frosty Acres Frozen
FISH STICKS Frosty seas
FRENCH FRIES Garden Delight
"New"
STRAWBERRY FRUIT 'N CREAM PIE



















— — — 10-Lb. Bag 49
 cello bag 5°
— 1 lb. bag 1 0'
2 F0. 25'
_ _ 12 oz. 19°
*****************************
VANILLA OR
PEANUT BUTTER CREAMS HI -C DRINK










PEAT MOSS PEAR HALVES
990.  CAN 39050 LB.
GERBERS STRAINED PILLSBURY
BABY FOOD - BISCUITS
70 80z 3/2904'h OZ, JAR
LADY BETTY AMERICAN BEAUTY
MIRACLE WHIP PRUNE JUICE TOMATO JUICE




EI G DOG D
NIBLET YELLOW STOKELYS SL ICED 
CORN BEETS
120z 2/49' 303 CAN 19,AULTLESS SPRAY FCLGERS
STARCH COFFEE






per box purchasedJOHNSONS GROCERY
Redeemable only at_ 
E xptres  •3/1 777° Withimit Coupon • gt. size 73
3 LB. 79(ANGLER PINK
SALMON
16 OZ.
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26 OZ. BOTTLE 39C
EA.













Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.
OPEN 24 hrs. A DAY 7 DAYS A WEEK
REELFOOT CHOICE
• COUNTRY FRY STEAK LB. 880
REELFOOT CHOICE
CHUCK ROAST ENGLISH CUT  1-8190
REELFOOT LAKE BRAND
BOLOGNA BY THE PIECE LB.  39
jilifil E R S 4 i 
120Z. PKG.
 49t
SMOKED JOWL SLICED LB. 59
§iiii)AGE LB. 790REG. $1.19 





ING OIL  r WILY SIZE 480Z. 890_
NESTEA
INSTANT TEA 3 °Z* jAR 990
stoory JOES 15 OZ. CAN 390


















WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS FREE
milts FAMILY PAC LB. U
BUCKEYE PEAS 
ALLEN'S e 15 OZ. aaA
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ouple benefits by joint return
EDITOR'S NOTE: If you
morried, you prohably ems re-
• roar tax ha by Big a




sf a fne-port series os how to
C mat your 1%9 inane
reform.
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UM) - The
U.S. government looks with fa-
vor upon the institution of mar-
riage and at tax time a married
n gets a break that is de-
nied to bachelors. He usually
ess save considerable money by
BEng a joint return with his
wife.
The savings are greatest when
the wife is not employed. But
eve, if you have a working wife,
a joist return offers a chance to
'...eut year tax bill.
Single pawns may have to
pay as much as 40 per cent
more tax on the same income as
married couples filing a joint
return.
The tax reform bill 'paned
by Congress bet December will
cut the taxes of single perilous
to rates no higher than 20 per
cent above the joint return, el
fu.G..: with 1971 income. But
the new single prison rates
no. bow eh up on returns until
, tax tie* in 1972. They're no
heqtliis year.
Married couples have a
choice: They can file either
'• jointly or separately. Although
it is almost always to your ad-
vastage to Me jointly, the In-
ten& Reveille -Serstee (iftS)1
suggests that you figure y
return both ways just to be
Imre.
The IRS explain the joint
return savage this way: Tax
rates net on a scale from 14
to 70 per cent (exclusive of
surcharge) depending on your
income bracket. The more
mosey you make, the higher
your rate of taxation.
A married couple, in effect,
gets to split their total income
50-50 on a joint return. This
means the couple will pay a
lower Percentage on each half
'of this total income than if
one ot them had to pay taxes
' on the total amount
Eimemeks •
The savings from a joint M-
t- torn are greater in the higher
income brackets and for couples
erbese the wife had no income_
Here is an example: -
A married man with taxable
-, income (income after substract-
- leg deductions and exemptions)






Hire are some of tlie social
security wisdom received dor-
' leg the past veM at the Paducah
oaks.
L Q. Wbea I retired la the
%deg of 1911 „ I was already
past In by lbs. mobs. At that
time I was told It was too late
toren in Part B at Medicare
lad& oilers coverage of doctor
bins sad related baulth manic.
es. I have hospital Maumee.
Whom use I *My agate for Med-
eare's medial hiserance?
A. Betimes sow and Mardi $1
yes me sign a simple olla
CON Ind have the coverage yea
sasnoe bogie* July 1, 1970.
Dan wait mill April or it win
he lee tate again.
2. (1. For a year or so I was
cowered by Medicare medical
ileeresce. I Mead that I was
carrying too much hank laser-
Moe eed terminated it. The
sermace I now have appears to
be lesibigeste.Is tt possible to
aeon agate in the medical la-
aureate program osier Med.
care?
A. The lesser depends on
yam yes Mopped the previous
coverage. Yee are entitled tome
realluellemif sier you terrains.
te IlIedies1 lesurance. Now ma
WE Mardi 31 ire are in an opeu
eurenmeet ported. For details
ea how your WO:Mar case is
affected, coaled your nearest
Soda Security Office.
3, Q. I was bora September
20, 1901. I dkl sot sad the doctor
tAti part of Itedicere dies! Med
for social security la 1911. Can
sign up lor it eoe
A, Sorry. Is nruf too late
1or anyone bore before October
1, 1901 to become NOW to the




▪ Jii1J• I. about 25 ma-
tvoti J r•Of arid 15 mil:
hors of tlo.in issit here. Eights
14'1  s-I th. et.21,s1?•11,,r`
Jr( tr,,in I
r—
his tax hill by $143 if he files
jointly with a wife who had
no imprint of her own.
The joint return tax would
total $1,100 including the sur-
tax. A separate return by the
husband would cost him $1,243.
At $8,000 taxable income,
the saving climbs to $275 -
$1,793 on a separate return and
$1,518 on a joint Ming.
It is a good idea to calculate
your tax both ways because in
certain cases, the benefits of a
ioint return disappear.
For example, if a husband
who earned a gross of $2;349
last year Fdes a separate return,
he will owe a tax bill of $242.
If Isis wife earned a rein of
$2,124 = i t-d eles separaty , her
tax is $2(l. Combined, the
bills $4454
If the couple files a lord
return on their combined in-
come of $4,473, the tax woult
be $448 or $3 more. Such
circumstances, however, are rare.
Forms
Both husband and wife must
sign a joint return. And both
of their Social Security num-
bers should be shown on the
form.
If you file separate returns,
both of you must take the same
approach to deductions. 11 one
takes the 10 per cent standard
deduction, the other also is ob-
ligated to use it. If one itemises
his deductions, the other
itemizes, too.
If you file separately, you
may claim your wife as a $600
exemption only if she had no
income of her own last year and
was not another taxpayer's de-
pendent If she had income,
you may not claim her unless
you file a joint return.
Categories
There are some circumstances
where you We not allowed to
file a joint return. You may
not file a joint return if you
were divorced or
leseparated at the end of t141.
You may not file if tither was
nonresident alien for any part
of .1969.
But if you fall into any of
those categories - or if you are
single - don't despair. You still
may be able to claim status as
a "head of household" and get
about half the tax break of a
joint return.
In order to quality as a head
of household, you must be
moele, or legally separated or di-




of 19697;:i addition, you must
have paid more than half the
cost of maintaining a house-
hold for some relative all of
last year.
If you provided a home for
your elderly mother, you prob-
ably can qualify as a head _of
household. The home doems't
have to be in your own home
in .0te case of a meat as for
others, but it cannot be a home
for the aged. However, the
parent would have to be your
dependent
But if you want to qualify
 _MEW ImffeciNg -LAWtai 11. MO 
as a bead cot household and
your relative is an unmarried
child, grandchild, stepchild or
other relative, he must live at
home with you. The unmarried
child, grandchild or stepchild
does not have to ben dependent












OUR GREATEST DRAPERY SALE EVER! AFTER INVENTORY CLEARANCE OF
OVER 6,000 YARDS OF FINEST QUALITY "FAMOUS NAME BRAND" DRAPERY FA-
BRICS FROM OUR REGULAR STOCK! DO NT MISS Tins CHANCE TO BUY FIRST
QUALITY, DECORATOR FABRICS AT A MERE FRACTION OF MILL COST!
* '1.49 to '2.99 yd. Heavy Antique Satins
* '1.99 to '2.99 yd. Jacquards & Boucles
* '1.29 to '1.79 yd. Dacron Polyester
Sheers
* '2.49 to 12.99 id. 100% Glass Fibers
* '1.99 to 12.99 yd. Handscreened Prints
* '2.49 to '3.99 yd. Casements & Linens
* *1.99 to '2.99 yd. Textured Solids
and Fabrics
%Attentiool Professional Decorators and Homemakers, here is your chance
Is bey As time drapery and slipcover fabrics at a fraction of whotesale
price!
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What Policies Will Prevail With The Pentagon?
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
WASHINGTON (UPI) -At a
Washington dinner party re-
cently, a pretty young woman
turned to the gentleman on her
left and for convensational
openers asked what he did.
He hesitated for a moment,
obviously reluctant to answer,
Then he said:
"You'll find out sooner or
later so I might as well admit
it now. I am a general in the
Army."
"And you are stationed...?"
she began.
"Yes," he said heavily,
staring at his plate. "I'm at the
Pentagon."
The general was not ashamed
of his calling. tut he was
painfully aware that in the
present climate of Washington
opinion, merely to acknowledge
a professional association with
the armed forces may be to
invite a rancorous argument
about the "military-industrial
complex."
"It's open season on the
armed forces," Pregident Nixon
told the graduating class of the
U.S. Air Force Academy last
June. "Your critics have never
been more numerous. Military
programs are ridiculed. . .the
military profession is derided."
Appropriations Sharply Debated
For the first time in many
years, military appropriations
are being sharply debated in
congress instead. of breezing
through with scarcely a ques-
tion asked.
Although President Nixon and
his defense secretary, Melvin
R. Laird, have given vigorous
oratorical support to the armed
forces in their hour of trial,
they have not hesitated to wield
a heavy economy axe on the
military budget.
This is the first time in 20
years that the sums budgeted
for defense are smaller than
those earmarked for human
resource programs. President
Nixon t ld Congress the 19'11
budget "begins the necessary
process of reordering our
national priorities."
The feeling that the armed
forces have been getting too big
a share, of the Gross National
product, at the expense
of urgent domestic programs,
is not confined to the conspicu-
ously adienated segments of soc-
iety. Public opinion polls indicate
that "middle America" also is
disgruntled about military
spending, which it blames for
inflation.
Waste Becomes Too Obvious
Evidence of military waste
has become too obvious to be
Ignored during the Past few
years.
Some of it results from what
the Pentagon calls "cost
overruns." A new weanpn
systehir is "sold" to Congriss
bearing a relatively modest
price tag. But when the actual
bills come in, they prove to be
far larger than the military had
estimated.
Even more galling to the
taxpayer are the by-no-means-
uncommon instances in which
the Pentagon has found it
advisable to scrap a new
weapons system entirely after
sinking large sums in it.
Sen. William F. Proxmire,
Wis., a leading congressional
critic of military spending,
contends the armed forces
waste at least $5 billion a year,
and , perhaps as much as $10
billion a year, on egregious
procurement policies.
Contracts Are Awarded
Most defense contracts are
awarded by direct negotiation
rather than on the basis of
competitive bidding, and are
heavily concentrated in a
relatively small number of
companies. Two-thirds of all
military procurement funds are
channeled through 100 large
contractors.
Many of these companies
have become heavily dependent
on military business: they are
the industry side of the
"military-industrial complex.''
And they naturally maintain
very close relations with the
armed forces.
Defense Secretary Laird has
taken steps to tighten up
procurement policies and avoid
Open-end cost escalations. Pres-
ident Nixon has appointed a
commission of prominent civi-
lians- including a number of
defense industry executives- to
take overall look at military
procurement and recommend





Word Of 'Hard Times Ahem!'
The word of possible hard
times coming is working its
way down into the college
ranks. Seniors and graduate
students are taking appropriate
action. They are competing
harder with each other for the
job available and some are
even making the supreme
sacrifice- their hair and the
chips on their shoulders.
John L. Munchauer, director
of the Cornell University career
center, advised students, "It
may not be prudent to be
alienated, arrogant, or to have
excessively long hair."
Egon Plager, director of
placement at Sienna College,
thought students were getting
the message.
"They're paying more atten-
tion to their demeanor and
their appearance," he said.
"They're reading up on the
companies' literature before
they go in to see a recruiter.
Icelanders have
a real cool idea
REYKJAVIK (UPI) -
Iceland has a television-free day
each week.
The citizens of the "Land of
Ice and Fire" love the idea.
Thursday is reserved for
tinitig, dancing, drinking,
theater-going and domestic
pleasures other than viewing
Video.
"We try to produce few, but
high quality programs six days a
week and relax on Thursdays,"
said Peder Godfinnsson,





• MK alb Smed Corn
• Certified Hood Soybeans
• Uncertified Hood Beans
• Certified Dare Soybeans
• No. 1 & 2 Kobe Lespedela
• No. 1 & 2 Korean
Lespedaza
• Ky. 31 Tall Fescue
• All Kinds Clovers.
• Orchard Grass
• Rya Grasso.
• Ky. Blue Grass
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They're cutting off their Iting
hair, even their mustaches, and
they're putting on a suit and
tie."
The attitude of many of the
students ranged from worried
to downright angry.
Joseph F. Dempsey, 21, a
graduating senior in the St,
John's University college of
business administration, was
among those worried.
"The whole situation bothers
me," he said. "I call my house
every afternoon to find out if
I've been accepted any place.
And companies aren't even
talking about salary. They said
they'll talk about that after
looking you over and deciding
whether they want you."
Joseph Guarino, 24, was
He is not one of the
special "speciftc people" indus-
try wants, nor does he want to
be. He has completed a spell as
a teacher's assistant at St.
John's and had hoped to go on
to a career teaching political
science in college.
"As for teaching, forget it,"
he says now. "Yob can't get a
job in high- school or any
school. What Is this? I've 
got a
master's in political science
and I can't even get a job
teaching high school? Hell."
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
America's massive defense
arsenal includes more than
1,050 intercontinental ballistic
missiles in "hardened" under-
ground sites.
Other major components of
the U.S. strategic military force
are:
- More than 650 submarine-
deployed missiles.





America's biggest defense con-
tractor le the General Dyna-
mics Co., which builds subma-
rines and fIghter-tombers.




General Electric (jet engines,
electronic systems).




American Telephone & Tele-









engines, M16 rifle, tanks).
Together, these 10 colnpanies
handle about $11 billion worth
of defense orders, or one fourth
the total procurement spending,
each year.




tional defense outlays will
constitute 37 per cent of the
total federal budget during the
1970 fiscal year starting next
July 1.
That's the smallest in 20
years. In fiscal 1950, defense
got 30.4 per cent of the federal
dollar.
Then the Korean War seat
military spending up sharply. It
represented 65.7 per cent of the
budget in fiscal 1952 and 1953.
After the Korean War, the
military share of the budget
slowly declined until it reached
41.9 per cent In 1965. Then the
big Vietnam buildup began and
it rose to 45.1 per cent during
the last year "-of the Johnson
administration.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE




















33 Pal of "to be" 28-Among 44 fondle
34 Man's nickname 46 Candle29 Tibetan prftst
35 High mountain 48 Big
38 Change 
30 Landed 49 By way of
color of 32-Soor
cli .51 Presented
39 A state (abbe) 36 Cover
40 Note of scale 37 f orestall 
54 
measure









































SS Time gone by
56 Symbol for
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Distr. by United Festure yn tr. I
criticism it has been getting
from members of Congress, the
Pentagon remains a potent
legislative lobby. And it has
weapons no other lobby can
employ. Merely reminding law-
makers that their home dis-
tricts may suffer from a
cutback in defense spending
can be a persuasive argument
for a generous attitude toward
military appropriations bills.
Congress Joins Alliance
Thus Congress joins defense
industry and the military
establishment in the informal
but high effective alliance
called the military-industrial
complex.
To document the existence of
such an alliance, however, is
not to prove that it has served
the country ill.
Mendel Rivers says Ameri-
cans should "Thank God for the
military-industrial complex" be-
cause by keeping America
strong, it has made it possible
for this country to avoid global
nuclear war and arrive at a
time when it is possible to
undertake serious negotiations
Nith the Soviet Union for a
stable world order.
Others argue that the posses-
sion of vast armaments has
tended to make American
leaders think in terms of
military rather than diplomatic
solutions, and has thus given an
unfortunate twist to U.S.
foreign policy.
Either point of view can be
sincerely held by a patriotic
citizen; neither can be finally
proved. It is too enormously
complex a question for simplis-
tic answers
N -0 -T -l -C -E
TO ALL PERSONS HOLDING COMMON STOCK IN
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL IMPROVEMENT •••
ASSOCIATION:
The Board of Directors have authorized a call on all
common stock issues of 1948 through 1954.
This is a mandatory call and all interest has been
stopped on these issues as of January 1. 1970.
Please bring in your stock and collect your mon
ey.
Guy S. Wilson, Mgr.
Calloway County Soil Imp. Assoc.
Murray, Kentucky
DigeOUNT

































  BAND AID SALE!
Medium Sheer Strips 
MCReg. Price 594 
Medium Plastic Strips

























ANY SWEET ROLLS OR DOUGHNUTS








JERGENS TOILET SOAP 
Ea
MN MARTS
4 oz JAR OF
AT ANY
CONVENIENT




Star Design 5 oz. Tumblers
White or Rainbow Candle Holders
Glass Bud Vase 6 inch
8 Pack Crayola Crayons
Gum Eraser




3 x 5 Little Giant Pad
Pink Solt Eraser
Wooden or Plastic Ruler
Super Shaver Pencil Sharpener
10c
Prices effective March 11th through March 24th, 1970
1 Lb. Can












OPEN 8AM TILL MIDNIGHT DAILY
Abbie 'N Slats
'IOU GORGEOUS HUNK OF MAN
)42U COULD- BE THE ANSWER 
TO
EVERY RED-BLOODED AMERICAN
GIRLS DREAM!! WITH ME - -
DORIS ()POOLE - - TO GLIDE YOU




THANK So011, MA M. BUT
I'M NOT SURE I WANT TO





by R. Van Buren
"THIS' IS CHARLIE
DOBBS' GIRL, MISS DROOLS;








Business Will Become More
Involved In Urban Problems
WASHINGTON - Businessmen
will become increasingly involv-
ed in the national effort to erase
the plight of our cities, but they
would like to see more of the
urban problem - solving shifted
from Washington to the states
and local communities, the Cha-
mber of Commerce of the United
States reported to President Ni-
xon.
The National Chamber's report
to the White House on a series
of regional Urban Action Forums
held in 15 cities last fall contain-
ed recommendations for attack-
ing the problems of crime, hous-
ing, education and manpower. It
also revealed results of a poll on
businessman attitudes toward the
AdminLstralion's programs and
the seriousness of particular pro-
blems in their communities.
Many organisations - busine-
ss, community and governmental
- are carrying out identical but
overlapping efforts to solve co-
mmunity problems, the Chamber
said. This lack of coordination
tends to dilute the effectiveness
of the total effort and indicates
a need for closer and better
cooperation between various pub-
lic and private groups in the
communities, the report expla-
ined.. .
In many instances, local cha-
mbers have been able to perform
a valuable coordination service
it said.
In a letter accompanying the
report, Arch N. Booth, the Nat-
ional Chamber's executive vice
president, told the-'President that
the Forums - attended by more
than 2,000 business and civic
leaders from 445- communities
In 39 states - provide the basis
for a "new and revitalized effort
at cooperation between the pri-
vate and public sectors of our
society in resolving these (ur ban)
problems."
The report acknowledges that
Information gleaned from the
Forums suggests "a great deal
of concern and commitment on
the part of the American busine-
ssman remains inactive simply
because business has not been
presented with reasonable opt.-
ions for their participation."
'rite Natbnal Chamber assem-
1 blew/ a team of urban experts for
the FtAums from its national
•
headquarters staff, from federal,
state and local governmentsaand
from academic, civic, profess-
ional and business groups. The
aim was to provide business and
community leaders attending the
Forums with practical solutions
to the problems of their areas.
The report contained several
recommendations for solving ur-
ban problems.
MANPOWER
For example, the report call-
ed for President Nixon to appoint
a national commission on the ob-
stacles to youth employment. The
commission would investigate su-
bjects such as the revision of
child later laws and minimum
wage standards.
The report notes that unem-
ployment among seen-aged youth,
particularly blacks, continues at
an appalling rate. Evidence poin-
ts to outmoded child labor laws
as one barrier. Employment reg-
ulations must be brought in line
with an era in which youth mature




ed for a broad change in federal
statutes affecting the housing ne-
eds cif, the country. A number of
areas of law are involved. For
example, in labor and manpower
fields new approaches are needed'
to increase the supply of skilled
construction labor.
In financing , ways should be 
provided for a competitive re-
turn on income to savers whose
funds are invested In housing,
thus adding a stabiliong influen-
ce which would produce housing
and fight Inflation at the same
time.
In the area of building codes,
the report called for states to
unify codes affecting the housing
industry.
EDUCATION
The report also recommended
that the Federal Government sub-
sidize speedy modernization of
both the plant and instruction me-
thods of inner-city schools throu-
gh appropriations to the states
Which carry a mandate that ttity
else modernize their approach
UYthe distribution of state funds
l'and recognize the special needsof the inner-city schools.
'gilt report ctinA for., a cpm-
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
plete restructuring of courses
and teaching methods to serve
ew urban population, largely
made up of recently migrated
blacks replacing whites.
CRIME
Practically all statistics re-
lated to crime and law enforce-
ment are presently issued and
publicized on a federal basis. The
report recommended coopera-
tive programs where federal ag-
encies would work with local
groups in the release of crimin-
al statistics to bring the facts
closer to home. Such a program,
the report added, could be a sti-
mulant to development of comm-
unity understanding and create a
desire at local levels to do some-
thing about rising crime rates.
OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS
The report contained nearly a
dozen additional recommendatio-
ns ranging from a radical change
In vocational education methods
to a new system for employers
to help servicemen prior to their
discharge.
POLL
The poll of Forum participan-
ts showed overwhelming support
for President Nixon's "federa-
lism" concept of government.
Of the more than 2,000 busi-
ness and community leaders re-
sponding:
83 percent supported the Ad-
ministration's revenue sharing
plan.
84 percent supported gr esi-
dent Nixon's comprehensive man-
power training program.
86 rwercent supported in gener-
al the welfare reform proposal.
68 percent supported increas-
ed federal bad* of mass trans-
portation. '-
85, percent rted the Ad-__ATALbouls_ have been tell
mintstration's form ma. draft registrants they knot!
asure. nothing about any presidential
10 percent *id their compani- directive regarding any early
es hired thetitsadvantaged, most qualifying examinations.
saying theft did so as a social A UPI dispatch published by
duty. Only,,,t06 respondents said many newspapers Feb. I
their corogiinies are being reim- reported Nixon had issued
bused ttirfoogli federal programs order under which "any dr
for hiring and training the disad- registrant may ask his 1
vantagecl. board to arrange for him ta
The poll showed that inflation take a qualifying examination
was the serious community at any time so he will not be in
problem. Ors problems were any doubt about his status."
rated in this order: Crime, hous- President's Order Languished'
ing shortage*, quality of public The UPI report was based on
tion, racial strife and student ritcrmit
Ines, Rockbrd, M., Oakland, Cal.
If., Long Beach, Calif., Dallas,
Wichita, Kan., South Bend, Ind.,
Chattanooga, Tem., Orlando,












WASHINGTON (UPI) - Com-,
plying with a directive issued
by President Nixon more than
three months ago, the Selective
Service is issuing written
Instructions to draft boards to
allow registrants to take
qualifying examinations without
waiting until they have been
tentatively classified 1A.
Col. Dee Ingold, acting
director of the Selective Ser-
vice, said the instructions would
be in the mail "this week."
He said local boards would be
told to arrange for the mental
and physical qualifying examin-
ations "as soon as feasible"
after a registrant requests
them. But he said there may be
some delays because examining
stations must give priority to
1A's scheduled for induction.
Some States Prepared
He saidedWar instructions
were issu telly last month
at a meeting here of state
selective service directors, and
some states already have
nettled local draft boarfs to set
tip appropriate procedures.
In tither -states, howevtx
education, unemployment in the an official fact sheet issued by
midst of lob vacancies,pollutiou, the White House Nov. 26.
illegal drug traffic, transporta- After publication of the UP%
ch so m e registran
agitation, sought qualifying examinations
and were told by their local
boards no such procedures
existed. They wrote letters of
ateLiEJ ,1120k uP the
 matter the Selective
Service and the White House.
It was through the UPI
inquiry Nixon's staff learned no
written instructions had been
Issued to implement his Novem-
ber directive.
The urban Action Forums
were held in Saratoga Springs,
N.Y., Providence, R. I., Newa-
rk, N.J., Columbus, 0.,-Des
10
resounding reasons
why you should buy
.a new Chevrolet
instead of a new
something else:
I. Higherresale value. Year after year, No other car in Chevrolet's field gives
you as niuch back on your initial investment.2 Deepdown value. Exclusives like flush-and-dry rocker panels an.(1 an extra
set of fenders keep Chevrolet looking good longer.
3 Smooth,smooth ride. Because of ( hes rolet's computer selected springs.
Full Coil Suspension and advanced body mounting system.4 Impressive styling. The impression is that its an expensive car. if you-
want to make an impression. 40
Massive interiors. Result' Room to stretch out or to sit tall. C hevrolet
has more front leg room than am, other car in feld.
6 Side-guard beams. ( hey rolet puts more betv.een you and the outside.
Steel beams built into Cl ers diiiir
7 A finish that lasts. Its unfortunate other cars in (hey) 's field don't have
a Magic-Mirror finish hei...iust: it sure keeps its shine.
8 Exceptional engines. ( hes rolet's standard 350-cubic-inch V/{ runs on
regular fuel Plus ilicre iire rIL!Int: ailahle.
9 Tremendous selection. (0 colors. Of accessories. Of engines. Of trans-
missions. Of fabrics. And is I here are nine big Chevrolets alone.
1.0 America's favorite. nevs -something else- can't claim. It
actions speak louder than .11 I I his 'Qs something to
Putting you first, keeps US first. MOW
-
Hier TOOTIPc AGAIN In-
ed thrown ,ibjeet a
month iigo during the
Griis in. New title:ins, .
iiizzman Al Iiirt tells news-
men between sivt from
of h.inipgn. thi.it he
- pliiying his
trimmet blit still iin-
not liv his full range of
note- Sixt..t.n !.4.1t., wr.r.•
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  ARE THE
[MIST EVER!24-Hour 
Fin Dye MI
8c per color print
Fast Film Develop at Low Discount Price!
#20 SWINGER FILM 52.25 value] - - - only $1.44
PICK UP YOUR CREST REFUND CERTIFICATE - $2.00 By Mail
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by J. Robei (kb) Milks
TELLING THE STORY OF
KENTUCKY AGREITLTURE
A demanding, tat pleasant ex-
perience of serving as Commiss-
ioner of Agriculture is having
the opportunity of filling speaking
engagements throughout the sta-
te.
Appearing as a luncheon or
bancput speaker gives me the
opportunity to have fellowship
with the people, and to visit
in.many tom= and cities. It also
dhows me to learn of the peop-
les' interests and problems.
additim to the interest I
held ki Kentucky agriculture as
Commissioner, all of my life
Ms been associated with farm-
ing and agricultural stacatton,
I like being a part of agricul-
ture and feel a great sense of
pride la the progress farmers
In the Commouweald are mah•
Most all people, even though
they are not farmers or ctirecdy
emended with agriculture, gun.
erally enjoy a drive through the
country In look at crops &tidily°.
stock. Yet. I vourler how many
see our modern farms as bas-
is/sees.
Kmincky's farm economy is
readdog the $1 tanks mark.
Nallandly, over $50 bithou am-
idly is grossed by farmers.
Last year, the total assets of
U. S. farmers topped $300 till-
This is between three and
I ur times the combined assets
of the nation's tap ten industries.
The efficiency of the American
farmer is contbmally improving.
Tmlay he is producing over 20
percept more products an 6 per-
cent fewer acres than he did a
decade ago. Ten years ago me
U. S. farmer was pro:befog hod
and flber fr himself and ZS
others today; today that number
has risen to 43.
Bed the real importance of
agrIcillare is not In the mone-
tary wcrth of Its total assets.
The real significance lies in
Its power to produce food in ab-
undance. Dollar-wise, Ameri-
cans enjoy the best sweaty of
tad of any people in the world.
Nutrition - wise, their diets
can be the best of any peopie
on earth. It is hue that thous-
ands seder from Mager and
malantritios, but this is not
the halt of the people prodeo-
fag the food.
Another importance of Spit-
(nature Is economic. The calla
you see grashig in the field,
the hogs yam sae in the lot, are
tad ferour tables. But dew
are also a new refrigerator,
a new water system, or a dare
education - not only to the fir-
mer - but to all the others who
earn their living from agri-tes•
Mess= or related inthastrltd.
This is the dory of scrim&
tore I feel shodd be told-Mid
one I enjoy telling.
Braids back
PARIS (11PI) Braids, which
first made a comeback at Yves
Saint Laurent's showing two sea-
sons ago, are still making head-
lines as a hairstyle.
The fine thin braids origin-
ally introduced by Saint Laurent
still make an occasional appear-
ance, generally threaded within
a tiny chignon. .
But the real trend is to big
braids for evening, wrapped a-
round the head peasant-style.
like the tiny braids; they_ are
usually hair pieces and often Di
rad or some other synthetic.
The best ones are by
Alexandre at Saint Laurent and
are heavier at the base of the
neck, growing finer as they reach
the top of the head.
Those at Christian Dior look
more like a schoolmarm's, even
in diameter l the 
closer 
way







Maaayasu Maeda, 44, an engin-
eer, built one of the world's few
private monorails as a gift to his
parents, both in their 70a.
Manila's mother and father
live on a house atop a hill over-
looking the inland sea. Their
son lives at the bottom of the
hill, 160 feet from his parent's
house.
It was difficult for Maeda's
parents to climb the hill, about
80 met high. So Maeda built
an electric monorail with a two-
seated coach to comspet the two
houses.
The monorail cast him 3
million yen (about 118,300) and
took six months to construct.
STAMP OF APPItOVAt. Elected unanimously an chairman of
the Democratic National Committee in Washington, former
Pcstnvoster General Lawrence O'Brien raises his hands in
victory with former vice President Hubert H. Humphrey
(tern and outgoing chairman Sen. Fred Harris, D-Okla.
ntucTky
FALL AND WINTER VACATIONS
5!? ST S '44








AT THESE KENTUCKY STATE PARKS: • resseniam Fates
at Corbin - Cogent Rune at CarroMeo • nom Wiley at Prestemborg
• asitedne Baia INIage at Cilbertnille • Labe Camberiarni at Imes
loon • Oblong bridge at Slade • Carter Caves at Olin Rd
BankAmericard and any INTERBANK card honored
Tlie $44 package rat, per option includes meals erd•rtarnmeut and
lodging (double occupancy) ri a luaurrous room *nth two double beth.
trim Soaday eventng dulner through Thursday lunch every week from
October 11 1%9 through March 76 1910
Call Geoff& 111I1141 -.1,11., C,w1, Or 7 7 1 7)71 ry• 1.1 v.1 se
ws(
or Sesslkori, rip tr,.l I • .1 fort s (IS 0 I 
k ),
wl




By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Albs I am not quite 111, I am very mature
her my age. (I ham been mistaken for 11 many tinies.I I am
in love with a 25-year-old goy, but I have to see him behind
my parents' back because they hate him without even
knowinghim
You see, be was married to a no good tramp and had two
dildren with bee, and his divorce int mit yet final, and my
dila don't want me going with a guy who has that kind of
beekgreand. Abby, you've got to believe me. He is really a
weatterfad goy. That messed up marriage was HER fault, not
Ms.
Please tell me he I can get my parents to just MEET
Mm and judge him for what be is. IN LOVE
DEAR IN LOVE: Assiszaing the mas ES blameless. I ass
wenderieg what kiml of "wesdarbd" 25-yeer-.M guy. eint yet
deemed, would knewingly me a "ant wide 11-yeer-eld girl"
belied her parade heck. I would have Is say that he mast
be sametbleg lees then wandered. Listen Is your prods.
DEAR ABBY My bosband and I became friendly with
same new neighbors about oar age and we the them a lot_
We have children the ages of their ctuldren.
The only problem is that they will call us and say, "Why
&el you feed your kids early and we'll do the same with
sure, and that came on over and have supper with es."
We have four kids and they. have three. They always
manage to get rid of theirs, but we don't hhe to get rid all
ours. We prefer being invited Sot as a family. Our children
are not masters, Abby, and we enjoy family type
parties-tide end all.
Do yea ibink it is right of this couple to want only US and
not our kith? When we invite them, we always include thdr
children, tad they say "We've had enough of kids all day.
Let's make this an ADULT party." What is your opinion?
LIKES KIDS
DEAR LIKES: My spanks is that yes bad better BEd
Men& who share yew enthusiasm Or "limey-type
parties-kids asd all." Year New Nelghbers de sist. R dismal
necessarily memo that they are "wrung." Or that yen are. Ye
each his ewe.
DEAR ABBY: I wish I had the courage to send the
fallowing letter to my "boss." Perhaps if you print it, shell
see it and reellellelle herself:
"Dear Mrs. :
Will. you work outside your home I have been
caring for your two small children. They, are
sweet, but rather trying at times, displaying the
same jealousies and hostilities foiled in mod
siblings.
I am well paid, but this is just a job with me
and I cannot give yew children the same
affection I gave my own children when they
were nnall. I a= hired help-not their mother.
Your children resent the fact that you leave
them all day. They seem to sense that you are
gone from them because you WANT to be, not
because you HAVE to be.
It is obvious that your husband has provided
you with all the material things your heart
desires, but you prefer to "work" because your
"job" offers more excitement than your role as
a mother
One day you may become bared with the
"business world," and decide to return home
and raise your own children. And if you do, I
hope it weal be too late."
"SUBSTITUTE MOTHER"
CONIEIDENTIAL TO SOLVENT IN SAVANNAH: Whaley
ims'l everything. fisanethaes it's sot even enough.
Where year problem? Teal. feel better it yea get iton
yew chest. Write Is AMOY. Be. Mee, Las Asides. CaL
RM. Fr a pararml reply mete= stamped, addremed
seselepe.
Mete Is write letters? Saud la Is Abby. a= ems. (AS
Anodes. CaL NISI, Or Mere besblet. "Mew Is Wells Lea
ears OrOesedend"
— 'HURRAY• KENTUCKY_ 
tie who lambs loudest
NEW YORK (UPI) - You are
what you laugh at, according to
French psychiatrist David
• Victoroff who made tests on the
toughing habits of 700 soldiers,
New Munich hotel
NEW mix (UPI) -
A new 13-story, 1,000-bed hotel
is being built in Munich, Ger-
many, by the Hotel Corporation
of America. The Hotel Sonesta
is scheduled to open in time
for the summer Olympics of
1972, according to the German
National bound Office. It will
have 500 rooms, a restaurant
for Oriental specialities, coffee
shop, Bavarian tavern, steak-
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Over-65s in Finland
HELSINKI (UN) - Every
eighth raw or 605,000 out of a
total population of 4.8 million.
was owe 66 yeses of age in 1969
and received an old age pension,




(UPI) - The ,University of
Missouri at Columbia has
projected that by 1990, 85 per
cent of the date's estimated 6.2
million residents will be living in
cities.
flermsa, teachais and stmients.
Given varying caingories of
joke:, 72 per cent of the soidiers
and firemen preferred the em
Joke, a type teachers tended to
react to with a tired nude,
WEDNESDAY - MARCH 11. ISrie
Victoroff reports in Atlas
magazine. About 58 percent of
the terichers preferred the more
sophisticated absurd joke, while
most students revealed a
penchant for grotesque satire.
Hong Kong
hotel apace
IIONG KUM; (HI) Hong
Kong hotels maintained an ail--
year occupancy rate of 87 per
cent in 1969
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS
luring our Grand Opening, 3 drawing for valuable prizes will be held each day at 10:00
a. m., 2:00 p. m., and 4:00 p. m. To be eligible for one of these prizes simply come in
and fill out a registration slip. You need not be present to win. No purchase necessary
and you'll receive a free gift just for stopping.
CUSTOM DRAPERIES
FROM THE LATEST IN DECORATOR PATTERNS
Choose from our complete
line of bright colorful pat-
terns in the latest weaves,
ribbed and textured fab-
rics. Let our professionally
trained experts assist you in
the selection of the pattern
and style that will most com-
plement the colors in your
MOTs.




SAVE 50% on decorative
Drapery Hardware with any
custom draperies ordered
during this sales event.




tised glass enamel. Gives a





Come in and meet Flor-
ence Pokier-Sherwin WW




kr al moos ...
Complete selection
d price ranges
No matter what wallpaper
or wallcovering you nebd
we've gat it! 15% off
ALL PAPER it PATTERNS
Ordered During This Event
SHERKSomiyN - WILLIAMS
OPE\ CH E ACCOUNT
Peanuts*
PROBABLY HOPES IT LOLL BE A




by Charles M. Schulz








I'M HAVING A LOVELY
TIME AT THE PARTY,
MY. AUNT FRITZI SAID
P. Cl. •••••• ••••••" j-=riligirak"





Southern States Industrial Council
FOR EQUAL JUSTICE
THE IGNOBLE EXPERIMENT
Even as Prohibition was term-
ed the "noble experiment" —
while k listed, we have now
reached the point in our exper-
ience when forced ictegratior
may be termed the "ignoble ex-
periment" Almost 18 years af-
ter the U. S. Supreme Court
rulings in the school cases, it
is clear that the judicial polic-
ies set by the court are not
working and actually are damag-
ing to all Americans regardless
of race, creed or color.
The social theorists who de-
veloped the notion of compul-
sory association did not take
account of what is practical in
human affairs. The fact is that,
today, black Americans increas-
ingly insist on freedom to as-
sociate with their own group.
The nation should have known
from the beginning that forced
association would not work and
would prove unacceptable to
both major racial groups in the
country. The Presidents of this
country, from Thomas Jeffer-
son to Harry Truman, especially
Including Abraham Lincoln,
have made strong statements to
this effect over the years.
The net result of the crusade
for forced association has been
to worsen race relations in
many areas, to disrupt or
breakdown the .educational pro-
cess, and to slOWdown the pro-
gress of the people most in
need of it. In the 1960s, the
federal government demonstrat-
ed its power to compel the
states to alter their laws and
educational systems But the
government failed miserably at
constructive efforts involving
education. Had forced associa-
tion not been placed ahead of
educational values, real learn-
ing would have been advanced
at a rapid rate among people
with a low level of educational
attainment.
The error of 'forced associa-
tion was not recognized while
----Court orders requiring it were
confined to the Southern States.
But once the problem of forced
association became national in
scope, then the public began to
recognize the folly of court de-
cisions requiring racial balanc-
ing and similar measures.
So now, at long last, the na-
tion begins to take a new look
at the whole question of assoc-
iation in a free country. In the
North and the West, for exam-
ple, there is a fresh awareness
of the importance of preserv-
ing or restoring the neighbor-
hood school and the error of
transporting students hither
and you in order that class-
rooms have a precise racial com-
position. Before long, the U. S.
Supreme Court may be com-
pelled to reexamine its central
thesis on the psychological ef-
fects of racial separation in ed-
ucation, if for no other reason
than that many black Ameri-
cans want their children to at-
tend schools in their home
neighborhood where surround-
ings are familiar and fellow sty-
dents have the same back-
ground.
Indeed it mew clear that if
the nation seriously wants to
improve educational opportun-
ity and upgrade unskilled peo-
ple for better employment it
will have to dispense with the
concepts of compulsion that on-
ly irritate and upset people and
don't add to their real know-
ledge or capabilities.
Forced association, of course,
is derived from the general so-
cialistic philosophy of compul-
sion—the idea that people must
be made to do what social theor-
ists think is good for them. The
Idea of govenament selecting a
person's aonelme,4 of course,
Is ridiculous and should have
been -so regarded years ago.
Had compulsion been seen as
the greatest social evil, the
country would have been spar-
ed the internal agonies and high
costs that have resulted from
the 1054 Supreme Court deci-
sions.
Prorgess in a republic should
come tlunigh voluntary assoc-
iation and through partnership.
Progress cannot come from
edicts regarding association.-
Certainly, public education has'
not been improved by the-fact
that the Supreme Court has
acted as the ultimate school
board superintendent for the
nation.
Both white and black Ameri-
cans want a happier era than
the country has had in the last
15 years. They want a calmer
atmosphere in the public sho-
ots and better instruction in the
elemental/ that lead to higher
education and saleable skills 
They want peaceful neighbor-
hoods. And they want the fed-
eral government to stop writ-
ing the rules for association
and other personal aspects of
community life.
Hopefully, the oounrty will
acknowledge the failure of the
"ignoble experiment" and move
on to more sensible and con-
constructive ways of helping
everybody get ahead in an en-
erprise society.
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KEN
TUCKY
GOVERNOR BENCHED Louis B. Nunn of Kentucky
works at his desk in Frankfort with his left leg propped on a





A good grooming routine
established early in life can
become a life-long habit.
Most people start their soap
and water routine in infancy
— perhaps even in their first
hours of life.
IT IS WISE to start teaching
fundamental hygiene a n
grooming during the preschool
years.
By making bathtime a
pleasant daily occurrence and
stressing the proper methods
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•youngsters quickly grasp the
basics of good grooming.
Therefore, when they reach
adolescence, when grooming
and hygiene are so vital to
overall appearance and at-
titudes, good grooming habits
will be formulated.
ADOLESCENCE is a period
of great emotional a n d
physical changes and it's these
changes that can cause ex-
cessive perspiration. That's
why what soap is used by
a teenager is as important
as the actual grooming.
Using a deodorant soap does
more than just clean. It also
helps eliminate odor-causing •
bacteria and inhibits the
growth of infectious germs on
the skin.
To motivate and help your
adolescent to good grooming,
here is a daily and weekly
checklist of steps to grand
grooming and good looks fol1/4
today's active teen.
DAILY: shower or bath, face
washing (twice a day at least;
three is better), brushing teeth
(twice a day minimum; after
each meal and at bedtime
best, brushing hair, exercise
optional, but a few minutes
in the morning makes getting
up much easier and deodorant
or anti-perspirant application.
WEEKLY: shampooing
(more often if desired), nail
care and pedicure.
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ON ALL READY TO FINISH FURNITURE—
W. Discount on Custom Made Picture
Frames
WEDNESDAY — IIIRCR 11. We 
• Easy to use • Completely scrub-
bable • One coat covers most colors
• Dries in 20 minutes • Hundreds of






During our Grand Opening, 3 drawings for valuable prizes
will be held each day. To be eligible for one of thesprize;
simply corn em n and register. You need not be present to




1. Black & White Portable
TV
2. Electric Hand Mixer
3. Electric Can Opener
4. One Room Vinyl Floor
Covering (12 x 10)
5. One Room Carpet & Pad-
ding (12 x 14)
ding (12 x 14)
6. Ons Room Carpet I Pad-
7. Deacons Bench
S. Artist Oil Kit
9. Ext. House Pt (5 gal.)
10. Custom Made Bed
Spread
11. 10 yds Bath Room Vik-
ing Carpet
Florence Pohler, Sherwin Williams Color 8DeeeiratorConsult
ant will be attending the Grand Opening Thursday, March
12th and Friday, March 13.
753-3321 — 753-3320
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